GLOBAL COMPANIES & INFRASTRUCTURE

QUICK LINKS

Who wants to be a trillionaire?
East London Line

How much is:
1.

a) $109
2.

3.

c) $1015

d) $1018

Sand Dam Construction
Integrated Design
Development

a) $ tr 10

Transportation Summit

b) $ tr 20

c) $ tr 30

d) $ tr 40

Working Overseas

The GDP of the USA?
b) $ tr 10

c) $ tr 15

d) $ tr 30

Head of Rolling Stock
NOTE FROM EDITOR

The estimated global Infrastructure spend in the next 10 years?
a) $ tr 5

5.

Uganda Road Project
b) $1012

The annual sales value of the top Forbes 2000 global
companies?

a) $ tr 5
4.

Izmit Bay Crossing

US $ 1 trillion?

b) $ tr 15

c) $ tr 25

d) $ tr 35

How many of the top Forbes 2000 global companies does Scott
Wilson work for?
a) 3%

b) 6%

c) 9%

d) 12%

Please send your answers to sw1@scottwilson.com. The first
person to answer correctly will win a bottle of champagne.
I have long had an interest in expanding the business with global
companies with a particular focus on international contractors and part of
my new role is to identify and develop relationships with such companies
within the Group.
In March of this year, Frank Goecke (Group Strategic Analyst) and I
were appointed as part-time International Business Specialists by UKTI
(UK Trade and Investment). The purpose of this is to engage
strategically with a range of global companies across the infrastructure
sectors to understand more fully their procurement policy and supply
chain management. Many companies are active across several sectors
and operate a global approach to procurement while others operate on a
more local level. Our understanding of their procurement strategy is
often weak, for example the British Gas Group with its HQ 15 miles from
Basingstoke in Reading handles its project procurement from Houston,
Texas - 4850 miles away!
We are currently meeting with UKTI sector teams and identifying a list of
target companies. This will be followed by meetings with selected
companies to look at their information programmes and supply chain
procedures. This will involve significant involvement with UKTI inward
and outward missions and in January this year I led a mission on behalf
of UKTI to Turkey to meet with major Turkish contractors.
In the course of this two year initiative Frank and I will be co-ordinating
intelligence with Sectors and Regions of Scott Wilson to assist in our
understanding and development of this important client group.
Please let us know if you wish to be involved – Frank and I need to
phone our expert friends to win!
John Nutt
Global Integration Director

Frank Goecke and John Nutt are now UKTI Business Specialists

EAST LONDON LINE
On 27 April the extended East London Line reopened to great acclaim.
Keith Wallace, Managing Director Railways, comments, “At the start of the
project I said to all staff that I wanted them to be proud to have it on their
CV. Looking at the completed project, I found it inspiring to see what we are
capable of, reiterating the capability and power of Scott Wilson.”
Since October 2006, working for the Balfour Beatty Carillion JV, Scott
Wilson has been responsible for designing one of the most current
challenging rail projects right in the heart of London. The extension skirts
around the financial sector and then threads its way north to Dalston
Junction. This area will benefit greatly by no longer relying solely on buses
and relishing the opportunities of an expected £20bn of regeneration which
the new line is predicted to bring.
A project of this scale and complexity has showcased the world class capability of Scott Wilson, involving 13 offices across the
UK and Shenzen. It required the skill of 300 full time staff at its peak and 600 of our staff in total. Our partners are also credited
for the success of this project, notably the architects Weston Williamson (Dalston & Hoxton stations), ALW (Haggerston station),
JRA (Shoreditch station) and Fereday Pollard (OCC).
The final result is a real credit to the whole team, with TfL, the press and the general public all full of praise, the most visible
parts of which are our stations and the major bridges. My thanks go to everyone involved and in particular for their
determination to deliver a high quality design often under immense time pressures.
Design in Brief:
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

over 600m of viaduct
4 new stations (2 “subsurface”)
an Operational Control Centre
3 Major Bridges (35m, 75m 85m)
numerous smaller bridges
earthworks and retaining walls
5km of trackslab design
8km of drainage design
analysis of 150yr old brick arches
linewide LV design

Darren Brooke, ELL Project Director

IZMIT BAY CROSSING

The Izmit Bay Crossing contract was signed last month at a ceremony in Ankara, Turkey.
Jerome Munro-Lafon, Simon Bourne and Stewart Vickers attended from Scott Wilson along with members of AECOM and the
NOMAYG consortium.

UGANDA ROAD PROJECT TO INCREASE CAPACITY ON MAJOR EXPORT ROUTE
Scott Wilson has been appointed to a major £3.6 million commission for
the feasibility study, detailed engineering design and project management
of the Jinja to Kampala road in Uganda.
The road joins Kampala, Uganda’s capital, with the industrial town of Jinja
and forms part of the Northern Corridor which runs from Mombassa in
Kenya and serves as the main export gateway for landlocked east African
countries including Rwanda, Eastern Congo, Burundi and Uganda itself.
Roads have generally been identified as a constraint to development in
this region of Africa and as part of a renewed effort to address this barrier
to economic growth the Government of Uganda has identified several
roads where capacity will be improved to enable the effective and efficient
movement of goods and passengers.
Andrew Kasekende, Scott Wilson Project Manager, comments, “This is an exciting opportunity for Scott Wilson as it offers a
platform for re-entry into a market that we operated in during the 1980s and 1990s. We will use the design resources that have
been successfully developed in our local Ethiopia office.”
Scott Wilson will undertake a feasibility study in order to advise the Roads
Agency on the options available to improve the corridor capacity. The
assessment will look at the construction of a dual carriageway along a
new alignment including interchanges and links to service roads and
major towns along the route. Other options include increasing the
capacity of the existing road through the addition of extra lanes as well as
a combination of extra lanes with new alignments at sections of the road.
The feasibility study will take six to eight months, with the detailed design
phase of the approved scheme expected to last 12 months and
construction three to four years following.

LAST CHANCE TO VOLUNTEER FOR SAND DAM CONSTRUCTION PROJECT IN KENYA
Today is the closing date of the application process to join our Sand Dam
construction project in Kenya as a Scott Wilson Millennium Project
volunteer.
If you are still undecided you could look at our blog site from the
Mozambique School Project in 2008:
http://tofoschool.blogspot.com/2008_04_01_archive.html
Volunteers from Mozambique said:
“This is a brilliant opportunity to make a tangible difference in an area that
requires a facility.” Diane Riley.
“I love Africa and wanted the chance to live as part of the local community
and do something useful rather than being ‘on business’ or ‘a tourist’.” Becky Humphrey.
Here is your chance to experience Africa and help a community like these
volunteers did. Everyone is welcome to apply, but if you are interested in
helping build the Sand Dam, now is your last chance. Please click on the
link at the bottom of this article for an application form and the information
pack containing further details about this very worthy project.
Any questions, pleasee-mail Tom Horne
Get application here
Kenya information

INTEGRATED DESIGN DEVELOPMENT FOR A BRIGHTER, LOW CARBON FUTURE
Growing environmental awareness and increasing urban populations have made solid waste management one of the most
pressing challenges facing society worldwide.
Scott Wilson has been providing multi-disciplinary services to the waste management and energy sector for over 20 years, both
in the UK and internationally. Committed to the issue of sustainability and following the Group’s recent endorsement at
SustainabilityLive, Scott Wilson will be showcasing its integrated design development approach and key services at the
industry’s premier event, Futuresource.
Covering the issues of waste and water management as well as air, energy and climate change, the international conference
will provide a forum for debating key issues, discussing best practice and sharing expertise and solutions.
B&I will be coordinating Scott Wilson’s presence at Futuresource which will be held at London’s ExCel on 15 – 17 June 2010.
A selection of hosts have already been individually contacted and invited to attend but if you plan to attend please contact
Jaime Holmes to ensure you receive all relevant communication prior to the event.

URBAN TRANSPORTATION SUMMIT

Dr Afaf Al-Azzawi, Head of Transport at the Scott Wilson Dubai office, recently attended the second Annual Urban
Transportation Summit in Doha, Qatar, held on 19 and 20 April as a VIP guest.
During the summit many transport related challenges were covered, encompassing topics including general challenges for local
authorities, consultants, operators, and users. A variety of case studies were presented, including the Mode Shifting Measures,
Qatar Master Plan Study, SCATS - Urban Traffic Control System and its application, accidents and road design in urban areas,
Dubai Metro operation and town planning considerations.
Dr Afaf remarked, “There are many challenges facing the Middle East transport sector as there are other aspects to be
considered - including culture dimensions and extreme weather - but there are great opportunities as well. The summit brought
together a wide range of stakeholders from around the region.”

In November 2008 Michael Pidgeon (Senior Sustainability Consultant) took the
opportunity to relocate overseas to Scott Wilson’s Dubai office. Here Michael
shares his experiences surrounding the recruitment process, leaving the UK,
acclimatising to a new country and getting accustomed to his new role.
How did you find the recruitment and selection process?
The recruitment and selection process was relatively straight forward. I had been
interested in working in the Middle East for some time and when it became clear
that there was an initiative to establish an environmental/sustainable design
team in the Dubai office I jumped at the opportunity. It took some time for the
details to be worked out and it took several months for a formal offer to
materialise, but once it did the move went smoothly.
Why did you want to work overseas?
I wanted to work overseas because I have always loved travelling and Dubai is a great hub for travelling around the Middle
East, Northern Africa and beyond. I also think international work experience is invaluable, particularly early in your career, as it
exposes you to different types of projects, different regulatory mechanisms and ways of doing things.
What preparation did you undertake before leaving?
I visited the Dubai office several times to make connections with the staff there, identify specific project opportunities and get a
feel for the city. Scott Wilson was pretty helpful in terms of organising temporary accommodation and processing my Visa.
Did it take you a long time to settle into your new home?
It does take some time to get used to living in a new country. The customs are quite different and there are certain values you
need to respect. The climate is also very different and I don’t think I’ll ever really get used to the Friday-Saturday weekend!
What is the most enjoyable aspect of your international assignment?
The projects here are diverse and like nothing anywhere else on the planet. It’s not every day you get to participate in the
design of a camel farming community, an island shaped like a palm tree and the world’s first floating hotel (ok, I made the last
one up, but it wouldn’t surprise me!).
What did you find difficult?
The temperature can be unbearable in the summer months (close to 50 degrees!), and some clients have a tendency to change
their minds on a daily basis.
Would you recommend undertaking an international assignment to others?
Absolutely. There’s nothing like it.
What advice would you give to someone thinking of undertaking an international assignment?
If the opportunity arises, go for it! You won’t regret it. Just take the time to research the place you’re going and make sure it’s
right for you. The best way to find out about the place is to ask Scott Wilson staff already based there.
Opportunities for individuals to work across the globe are becoming increasingly available as worldwide demand for our
services continues to grow. You can register your interest and upload your CV via clicking here, after which we will keep you
informed of new opportunities when they arise.
Jo Smith (Recruitment Advisor)

RECRUITMENT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Rail87 Head of Rolling Stock - Nottingham or London
Scott Wilson offers a full range of rolling stock expertise covering both Heavy and Light rail sectors, via our established network
of sector specialist consultants. Our services include: asset management, strategic services, project management, safety &
assurance and technical services.
The Railways Sector has an opportunity for an individual with extensive traction and rolling stock experience to develop the
Traction and Rolling Stock (T&RS) capability for Scott Wilson in the role of Head of Rolling Stock. You will provide a technical
lead for the T&RS within the Systems Engineering and Technical Assurance Unit and deliver a comprehensive service to our
clients.
With responsibility for the submission of tenders and carrying out the Supply Director and Project Director roles, you will also
create, develop and manage business opportunities for the company. The full job description can be viewed on Unite or contact
Amanda Haines for more information.
If you are interested in developing your experience in another part of Scott Wilson, either in your current location or overseas,
then the recruitment team based in the UK is available to discuss current opportunities worldwide. You can also search and
view current available opportunities by clicking here. If you are referring a friend, please direct them to the Careers section of
the Scott Wilson website (www.scottwilson.com/careers).
Jo Smith (Recruitment Advisor)

NOTE FROM EDITOR
Please note that SW1 is an internal newsletter and not to be passed on to clients, associates or any external audience.
Lak Siriwardene, Head of Corporate Communications

Can’t see this email? - Click here
If you have an article you would like to submit for consideration, or if you have any comments or queries please email
SW1@scottwilson.com. The next issue of SW1 will be distributed on 04 June 2010. Please send all contributions by 28 May.
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WELCOME
Recently, whilst on my various travels around Scott Wilson's offices in
the UK, an employee asked me ‘how can Scott Wilson claim to be an
employer of choice during these difficult economic times?’ This excellent
challenge really got me thinking about how we can maintain this bold
aspiration when many parts of the world are facing the most serious
economic downturn in a generation.
It is easy to say that we can only aspire to be an ‘employer of choice’
during boom times and without doubt it is more difficult to make this
claim when finances are still severely constrained, but there are many
more ways to recognise, encourage, develop and value employees.
Despite last year’s salary freeze in the UK & Ireland, the completion of
the annual appraisal process was the highest we have ever seen. This
year the launch of the MyAppraisal to replace the outdated Pathways
Plus system provides managers and individuals with the opportunity to
really acknowledge individual achievement, celebrate success and
explore development opportunities.

Mastermind Champion
RIBA Awards
Hong Kong Highways
Waste Education
Programme
Wear A Smile Day
ICE Professional Review
Global Companies &
Infrastructure
Office Abseil
Job Opportunities

The achievements of the recipients of the Global Scott Wilson Awards
will be celebrated at an event this month. The roll out of improved
systems and processes via The way we do business will provide our
employees with the tools they deserve to do their jobs well and the
targeting of any financial rewards that are available to those who have
continued to take the strain and deliver their valuable commitment, talent
and skills to our ongoing success are all ways we can demonstrate how
important our people are to our business.
For the first time in many years the staffing levels across the world
reached an even balance across Scott Wilson, with the UK & Ireland
headcount now representing 50 per cent of our global staff numbers.
This change in the balance has provided many people with the
opportunity to work outside their regional boundaries and improvements
to our approach to international resourcing is aimed at providing
everyone with increased visibility of these opportunities.
So back to where I started, it is undoubtedly more difficult to become an
employer of choice in turbulent economic times but simple and basic
skills such as good and ongoing communication, personal praise and
recognition, prioritisation and the targeting of limited resources to support
reward and development, celebration of excellence and success and
improvements in efficiency as well as the empowerment of staff can
often have a more powerful impact than we give them credit for.
Georgina Corbett
Group HR Director

SCOTT WILSON URBAN PLANNER WINS MASTERMIND GRAND FINAL
Scott Wilson Urban Planner Jesse Honey has won the 2010 Grand Final of the prestigious Mastermind
TV quiz show.
Jesse first auditioned for the programme back in February 2009 and triumphed through his first round
and the semi-final in order to reach the Grand Final which was shown on BBC Two on 28 May.
At each stage of the competition Jesse has answered questions on general knowledge as well as a
specialist chosen subject. These have included the London Borough of Wandsworth and the life and
works of the Spanish Architect Antoni Gaudi. In the final, Jesse scored a massive 18 points on the
subject of Liverpool Anglican Cathedral and a further 19 points in the general knowledge round. He will
now take part in a ‘Champion of Champions’ competition against winners from previous years, due to be
shown on the BBC later this year.
Commenting on his success Jesse said: “To be named the Mastermind champion is a great honour. It has taken a long time to
sink in and I’m still not sure it has yet! Throughout the competition I have tried to choose specialist subjects that are not only of
interest to me but which were also relatively easy to revise for, not too wide and not too obscure. I lived in Wandsworth at the
time of my first round so it was great to be able to go for walks around the Borough to help jog my memory for what I was
reading about. I chose Liverpool Anglican Cathedral in the final as it is one of my favourite buildings. It is one of the largest
cathedrals in the world and an amazing feat of engineering.”
Jesse is part of the Strategic Planning and Urban Design team based in London. He is currently on secondment to Defra,
advising on the establishment of a new marine planning system for England.

TWO SCOTT WILSON PROJECTS WIN RIBA AWARDS
Two Scott Wilson projects, Downe Hospital and Creative Exchange, have gained
prestigious RIBA awards for architectural excellence.
The first project, Downe Hospital, was designed by Scott Wilson Architects (in
association with Capita Symonds). Scott Wilson was appointed as Lead Consultant
and also provided civil and structural engineering, landscape architecture, digital
media and CDM coordination services, all from the Belfast office.
The £64m three storey hospital has been designed to be sympathetic to its historic
landscape and provides a bright, welcoming and healing environment for patients,
staff and visitors. The judges commented that this approach “is a sophisticated
response to a complex building type, which owes its success to straightforward
design that is welcoming and offers a sense of reassuring ease to its users.”
At St Neots, Huntingdonshire, Scott Wilson worked with 5th Studio (one of the AJ
40 under 40 Architects) to design the Creative Exchange. The new creative
enterprise centre provides a number of small offices and workspace for creative
start up companies.
On this project Scott Wilson provided structural engineering services from the
London office. The complex geometry, long spans and many cantilevers called for
an in-situ concrete frame with flat slabs, much of which is exposed.
The judges citation for the
project reads, “This is an extraordinary and intriguing building and an
entirely appropriate response to the issues of business development in the
rural context of Cambridgeshire.
The building form is complex. Each floorplate and each elevation creates a
distinct ‘place’ for a small business. The experience is of an exhilarating tree
house where the occupants look down on the school-children rushing to and
from school.”
The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) Awards are given for
buildings that have high architectural standards and make a substantial
contribution to the local environment. The awards are annual and have been
running continuously since 1966.
For more information contact Gemma Eagle

ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS FOR HONG KONG HIGHWAYS
Scott Wilson in Hong Kong, along with Benaim, is
undertaking tender and detailed design work for Gammon
Construction on its major highway improvement projects.
Scott Wilson has been looking at cost-savings through
alternative designs on projects including the eastern section
of the Tuen Mun Road reconstruction and improvement and
also on the contractor’s bid for the widening of the Tolo
Highway / Fanling Highway contract between Ma Wo and Tai
Hang.
Following Gammon’s successful appointment to the HK$2.8
billion Tolo Highway project, Scott Wilson and Benaim are
responsible for the alternative design. Further works include
undertaking the independent checking of temporary works
design and designing a comprehensive temporary traffic
arrangement scheme in order to maintain traffic flow on this
heavily congested highway during construction.
The project team has already identified potential improvements to the Government’s detailed design and is now preparing the
details of alternative designs that better suit the site conditions, are less disruptive to traffic and will lower the cost of
construction.
This project is another successful example of Scott Wilson and Benaim working closely together and is also providing the
Group’s highway engineers with valuable experience of designing cost-saving and innovative alternatives for contractors.
For more information contact Paul Chu

EDUCATION PROGRAMME TO RAISE AWARENESS OF WASTE ISSUES
Scott Wilson has recently been appointed to undertake an
ecological education programme in the Warmia-Mazury province
of Poland to raise social awareness of not only municipal solid
waste management but also the role of selective waste collection
in protecting the environment.
The main objective of the programme is to raise the local
community’s ecological awareness, creating new behaviour
patterns about using environmental resources and building ecofriendly attitudes, values and beliefs amongst both citizens and
industrial waste providers.
The programme is designed to facilitate the successful execution
of a new Municipal Solid Waste Treatment Plant costing £18.7
million. The proposed new plant will be constructed in Ełk in the
Mazury Lake District and will serve almost 160,000 people
inhabiting a 2,974km2 area of the province.
Scott Wilson’s educational campaign comprises a wide range of
activities including stimulating games, experiments and discussions to engage various groups and stakeholders. In addition to
seminars and workshops for local government representatives and teachers, environmental shopping programmes will be
broadcast on local radio and television networks. A special educational programme with ready-to-use lesson plans and
homework ideas will be introduced in local schools and kindergartens as well as various competitions and eco-events.
Following completion of the project, scheduled for October 2012, it is hoped that effective waste collection will be improved and
frequent littering curbed.
For more information contact Kamila Grzegorzewicz

WEAR A SMILE DAY
Thanks to everyone who participated in and made this year’s Wear A Smile Day successful.
We are pleased to announce that the lucky winner of our global raffle for 24,000 BA On Business Points was Hugh Smith from
the Leeds Office (UK) - congratulations Hugh!
We are still counting all the money raised and more information on all the Wear A Smile Day action will appear in a future
edition of SW1.
For more information contact Tom Horne

ICE PROFESSIONAL REVIEW
I am delighted to be able to recognise the success of the following employees at the Spring 2010 ICE Professional Review in the
UK:
Robert Barker

CEng

Ashok Hirani

CEng

Alan Buchanan

CEng

Jason Langley

CEng

Mark Davies

Tech Eng

Khaled Majdoub

CEng

Tim Doyle

CEng

Iain McConaghy

CEng

Stephen Frost

IEng

Graham Micklem

CEng

Anthony Gannon

CEng

Jack Symmons

CEng

Peter Gray

CEng

Neil Tims

Tech Eng

Well done to all of those listed on achieving this highly acclaimed professional status with the Institution of Civil Engineers.
Geoff French
Group Chairman

GLOBAL COMPANIES & INFRASTRUCTURE
Who wants to be a trillionaire?
Congratulations go to Gillian Stone of the London office who not only got all the answers correct but was the only one to do so!
Correct answers to the questions were:
1.

US $ 1 trillion?
a) $109

2.

b) $ tr 20

c) $ tr 30

d) $ tr 40

b) $ tr 10

c) $ tr 15

d) $ tr 30

The estimated global Infrastructure spend in the next 10 years?
a) $ tr 5

5.

d) $1018

The GDP of the USA?
a) $ tr 5

4.

c) $1015

The annual sales value of the top Forbes 2000 global companies?
a) $ tr 10

3.

b) $1012

b) $ tr 15

c) $ tr 25

d) $ tr 35

How many of the top Forbes 2000 global companies does Scott Wilson work for?
a) 3%

b) 6%

c) 9%

d) 12%

ABSEIL DOWN THE SCOTT WILSON BIRMINGHAM OFFICE
Staff at the Scott Wilson Birmingham office recently took part in a
charity abseil down the side of the office building.
The 65m abseil was organised by Bruntwood, the owner of the
building, to raise money for the Prince’s Trust. The McLaren
Building is 20 storeys high and Scott Wilson occupies floors 15 and
17.
These photographs show Ryan Byrne and Scott O’Neil-Gwilliams
from the Ground Engineering team on their descent.

RECRUITMENT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Senior Energy Specialist – London
The Energy Services Group specialises in the assessment and profiling of energy demands and the development, design and
implementation of combined heat and power, community heating and cooling, renewable energy and low carbon projects in the
built environment, assisted by specialist energy modelling.
The Senior Energy Specialist will join a growing team providing Energy and Sustainability advice to prestigious clients externally
and support to various teams within the business. You will be required to undertake analysis of energy usage in buildings and
processes as well as applying low carbon and renewable energy technology solutions. The role offers the opportunity for you to
take on a number of different roles from leading a team, to working as a team member, to working by yourself under your own
initiative.
You should hold a BEng/BSc in Building Services Engineering or Energy or similar, have achieved or be working towards
Professional Membership of a relevant professional body and have demonstrable relevant experience.
3D Visualiser – Basingstoke
The 3D Visualiser will work closely with Architects and Engineers to realise a wide variety of exciting UK and international
projects; at the moment lots of opportunities exist in Africa and include works in airports, ports and data centres.
You will produce a variety of visualisation types from photomontages and quick conceptual graphics to detailed masterplan
models and animations.
You will be proficient in 3D Studio Max using Mental Ray, SketchUp, Photoshop and AutoCAD with a relevant creative degree
such as 3D Design, Animation, Creative Design, etc. You will also have a desire to develop BIM.
The full job descriptions can be viewed on Unite or contact Jo Smith for more information.
If you are interested in developing your experience in another part of Scott Wilson, either in your current location or overseas,
then the recruitment team based in the UK is available to discuss current opportunities worldwide. You can also search and
view current available opportunities by clicking here. If you are referring a friend, please direct them to the Careers section of
the Scott Wilson website (www.scottwilson.com/careers).
Jo Smith (Recruitment Advisor)

Can’t see this email? - Click here
If you have an article you would like to submit for consideration, or if you have any comments or queries please email
SW1@scottwilson.com. The next issue of SW1 will be distributed on 18 June 2010. Please send all contributions by 11 June.

QUICK LINKS

WELCOME
We are working towards the announcement on 29 June 2010 of our
Preliminary Results for the 52 week period that ended on 2 May
2010. It is clear that these results will stress the importance of the
continuing growth in our international business. This growth is
possible because of the many years of investment in those markets
where we continue to work on some of the largest infrastructure
projects around the world.
I appreciate that the announcement that we had received
approaches with regard to a possible acquisition of Scott Wilson was
unsettling and we will do all we can to deal with this issue as quickly
as possible. While our listed company status means that we are
obliged to give full and proper consideration to the approaches, staff
can be reassured that the best interests of our employees will be an
important factor in the Board’s considerations.

Scott Wilson Awards
Marine Design in Syria
Mozambique Projects
Kenya Wind Project
Scott Wilson in Greece
Global Portal
Scottish Young Planners
NISP Practitioner

The very fact that such approaches have been made indicate that
the company is seen to have a strong future. Our aim remains to
continue to grow our business and thus give our employees as much
job security as possible, while also giving them the opportunity to
work on large and exciting projects.
Geoff French
Group Chairman

ACHIEVEMENTS RECOGNISED AT AWARDS PRESENTATION
On 15 June 2010, a presentation was held in Basingstoke to honour the winners of the 2010 Scott Wilson Awards.
All members of the global Executive Committee were present to recognise the achievements of the winning teams and
individuals. Managing Director of UK & Ireland Operations Jerome Munro-Lafon presented the UK & Ireland Awards and Group
Chief Executive Hugh Blackwood presented the Global Awards. He comments, “The winners exemplify the very best Scott
Wilson can deliver to our clients, our business and each other.”
Following the presentation of the awards, guests enjoyed an evening of food and drink. Each year, the awards are coordinated
by Group HR Director Georgina Corbett, she said, “It was a fantastic event and a great pleasure to see many colleagues from
across the world nominated and winning these prestigious awards.” A few images from the evening are shown below.

For further information contact Rachel Brierley

SCOTT WILSON LEADS MARINE DESIGN IN SYRIA
For internal distribution only

Scott Wilson has been appointed by contractor CCC to design the marine infrastructure for the ambitious Ibn Hani waterfront
development on the coastal tip of Latakia in Syria.
The Ibn Hani Development is a new residential and leisure resort on the Mediterranean coast of Syria over about 25 hectares of
coastline, led by the ultimate client Qatari Diar Real Estate Investment Company. This exclusive development is destined to
become a unique destination in Syria and builds on new investment in the region, particularly from neighbouring Middle East
based investors.
The development includes over 150,000 sqm divided into a mix of uses including a luxurious resort-hotel, serviced apartments,
villas, townhouses and a marina with associated retail and leisure components. It will also incorporate an existing historic
mosque to be developed into a focal asset.
Marine infrastructure would include development of about 3km of coastline, including two re-nourished beaches, seawall and a
marina breakwater reclamation over some deep water that requires edge structures with significant armouring. A new island for
royal guests is also being planned.
Scott Wilson will deliver the design of the distinctive marine waterfront infrastructure in pre-determined stages through high level
cooperation with the contractor CCC. The project will be led by the Bahrain-based maritime team with support from the UK
offices. The scope also involves Scott Wilson supervising construction on site.
Fees are in the region of $2.5million USD (equating to 150 man-months) over a design and construction period of about three
years under a Design & Build procurement contract.
For further information contact Ozgur Balaban

£1.5 MILLION PROJECT EXTENSIONS IN MOZAMBIQUE
Following the successful completion of a number of assignments, Scott Wilson
in Mozambique has been awarded extensions to several contracts.
These include 12 month extensions to two separate technical assistance
contracts for the 1,800km road network in Nampula Province and the 1,500km
road network in Cabo Delgado Province. Scott Wilson will be responsible for the
supervision and implementation of the tertiary road rehabilitation and
maintenance programme. This will include ongoing assistance to the Provincial
Department of Roads and Bridges to establish road network lots for routine
maintenance as well as design road maintenance works, the preparation of
contract documents and the evaluation of tenders.
The team in Mozambique has been granted a further project extension for its
contract to provide technical assistance for projects to construct agricultural
access roads in Nampula Province. Work includes selecting roads for
rehabilitation and improvement, the preparation of contract documents, assistance in the evaluation of tenders,
recommendations for contract awards and the supervision of construction. A significant part of this project is training local
contractors and client staff and Scott Wilson will also provide classroom and on-the-job training.
For further information contact Kamila Grzegorzewicz

LAKE TURKANA WIND PROJECT
For internal purposes only
The proposed Lake Turkana Wind Project extends Kenya's ongoing
commitment to developing sources of renewable energy and represents
the largest wind energy project in Africa, with 365 turbines providing 30MW
of power to the grid system.
Scott Wilson has been appointed by Aldwych International to carry out an
environmental and social review. The principal objective of this assignment
is to support the client, as part of an overall process of due diligence, by
carrying out an environmental and social review of the project against the
IFC Performance Standards. This includes recommendations for more
detailed investigation where necessary.
This is a major project for a key client and reflects our growing reputation in
the area of international development finance and environmental and
social due diligence.
For more information contact Andy McNab and Russ Foxwell

SCOTT WILSON - A PLANETARY PLAYER
On 9 June 2010, Scott Wilson held a reception at HE the British
Ambassador’s Residence in Athens, a classical architectural building which
was the first residence of the Greek Prime Minister in the nineteenth
century. The occasion was the celebration of the Queen’s Award to Scott
Wilson as well as the achievements and success of our company in
Greece. The Lord Mayor of the City of London was the honorary guest.
The Mayor was visiting to promote the UK’s already healthy trade
relationship with Greece. The event was very successful and over 140
guests attended.
There were representatives from international and local contractors
(Cosco, Ferrovial, Gek-Terna Aktor, CCC, Archirodon and J&P as well as
smaller contracting firms), investment banks (National Bank, Alpha Bank,
RBS, Emboriki and Piraeus Bank) who are always keen to trust Scott
Wilson as their Technical Advisor, established lawyers and consultants
who are also active in the wider region, designers in the Transport and ENR Sectors including our local partners in the Athens
Metro, the Motorways projects and the Heron Power Plant. Government and local authorities were also present including
representatives from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Economy, the Water Company and the MD of the Athens Metro. All
celebrated together and exchanged views on the future of the markets. Even those who could not make it sincerely regretted
not being there and asked for alternative meetings. Amongst all the guests the trust placed in Scott Wilson’s integrity was
evident.
After a short introduction from the host, HE the Ambassador Dr David
Langsman, Simon Hindshaw welcomed the guests and introduced the Lord
Mayor of London and John Horgan. The Ambassador personally spent
time with our staff to learn more about Scott Wilson, as the only British
consultant heavily involved and successfully committed in Greece.
In his short address, the Lord Mayor of London congratulated Scott Wilson
for the outstanding achievements that have been recognised by the
Government and the Queen and advised us to bottle and trade our secret
of success, saying “given some more Scott Wilsons, the UK’s economy
would recover very fast indeed”. Starting the celebrations, John Horgan
addressed the audience and explained what has made the success
possible:
“You ask, Lord Mayor, the secret of our success: the answer is no trade
secret. One of our Core Values, together with its sister virtues of Passion, Ambition and Knowledge is Collaboration and I
should like to publicly acknowledge our debt to our local partners in Greece and elsewhere. It is with their collaboration that we
have been able to reach this happy position.”
However, what was especially appreciated by the audience was John
Horgan’s reference to Scott Wilson as a planetary player:
“Scott Wilson is a global or, I might say, planetary player for, such has
been and is the scale of our operations, that if you were to land on the
moon, you would be able to see much or our work. It is therefore fitting to
be celebrating here in the cradle of our planet’s democracy.”
The event was a great success with many contacts reinforced and new
ones made. Closed talks were initiated with local major Greek contractors
for international cooperation and a proposal was made from organisations
to run a seminar on power and energy in the embassy with all the main
Scott Wilson players.
The whole event was a great pleasure to witness and a testament to the
position which the team has created for Scott Wilson in Greece.
For more information contact Stella Fox

THE WAY WE DO BUSINESS LAUNCHES THE GLOBAL PORTAL
This week saw the formal launch of the Global Portal in the UK and Ireland. The Global Portal is the new and improved company
intranet system, which will eventually be rolled out to all Scott Wilson offices worldwide.
The Global Portal delivers:
z
z
z
z
z

Frequently updated news at a Group, Region and Sector level
Advanced people search, including skills and expertise
Easy access to policies, procedures, tools, guides and knowledge
Instant access to project information and an improved project control process
Global office information

The launch follows weeks of intensive work by the project team and is a significant milestone for The way we do business
performance improvement programme. Feedback to date has been very good, particularly in terms of the improved search
functionality that makes it much easier to find the information you are looking for. The Global Portal will continue to be refined
over the coming weeks in response to user feedback.
Regional Implementation of The Way we do business
The regional implementation of The way we do business performance improvement programme is also pushing forward, with the
Europe Region programme to commence over the next few weeks. This will start with the deployment of the standard desktop
and will follow with a European business version of the Global Portal.
Improved Project Control Processes
Finally, this week also saw the Beta training release of the new Project Control Process (PCP) software in the UK and Ireland.
This release will enable key individuals to be trained in the use of the software during July, before further training activity and a
formal launch. Further communications will be made to explain the training programme during July.
For more information on The way we do business performance improvement programme, please click here. We look forward to
your participation and feedback.
Mark Bew
Director of Business Information Systems

SCOTT WILSON SUPPORTS SCOTTISH YOUNG PLANNERS CONFERENCE
For a second year, Scott Wilson has sponsored the Scottish Young Planners
Conference which was held recently in Glasgow.
The conference was opened by Stewart Stevenson, the Scottish Minister for
Transport, Infrastructure and Climate Change as well as a number of speakers
from a variety of organisations including the University of Dundee, East Ayrshire
Council, Scottish Borders Council and Visit Scotland.
The theme of the conference was
‘development and Scotland’s
heritage - how do we strike the
balance?’ which proved a topical
subject in the current climate.
There was much debate on
protecting Scotland’s heritage
whilst still facilitating development in strenuous economic times, but the
overriding outcome was that planners should still be seeking high-quality
development, particularly when Scotland’s heritage is at risk.
The Edinburgh and Leeds offices jointly supported the conference and exhibited
a stand where other young planners could learn about the wide range of work
Scott Wilson undertakes.
Zoë McClelland from the Edinburgh office is currently the vice chair of the Scottish Young Planners Network Steering Group,
part of the Royal Town Planning Institute.
For further information contact Zoë McClelland

RECRUITMENT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
NISP Practitioner - Basingstoke, Oxford or London - 6 month fixed term contract
Scott Wilson is a National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP) Regional Delivery Partner for Business Resource Efficiency
in the UK. NISP is a free business opportunity programme that develops mutually profitable links between its member
companies so that underused resources (such as energy, water and materials) from one are re-used/reprocessed and then reused by others. NISP is widely recognised as a trailblazing business opportunity programme and the natural step is to develop
the programme on a global scale.
The NISP team requires a part-time NISP Practitioner (22.5 hours per week) to support the delivery of NISP project objectives.
Working within the South East region, the NISP Practitioner will support NISP workshops, networking opportunities, member
company recruitment and training activities and deliver synergies with reference to the sectoral strategies.
You must have a broad understanding of the concepts, processes, tools and techniques involved in industrial resource
efficiency in the construction and utilities sector or environmental technologies sector, a full clean driving license and strong
business management skills.
The closing date for the position is Wednesday 30th June 2010. The full job description can be viewed on Unite or contact Jo
Smith for more information.
If you are interested in developing your experience in another part of Scott Wilson, either in your current location or overseas,
then the recruitment team based in the UK is available to discuss current opportunities worldwide. You can also search and
view current available opportunities by clicking here. If you are referring a friend, please direct them to the Careers section of
the Scott Wilson website (www.scottwilson.com/careers).
Jo Smith (Recruitment Advisor)

Can’t see this email? - Click here
If you have an article you would like to submit for consideration, or if you have any comments or queries please email
SW1@scottwilson.com. The next issue of SW1 will be distributed on 02 July 2010. Please send all contributions by 25 June.

QUICK LINKS

WELCOME
OUTSTANDING ANNUAL RESULTS

Acquisition Update

With everything that’s going on in our lives, it was easy to overlook the
fact that on Monday 28 June we announced our Preliminary Results for
the financial year ending on 2 May 2010.

New Factory Design

The City took little notice of our financial performance over the past
twelve months despite the excellent achievement which it represented,
often under very difficult circumstances.

Downe Hospital

Over the year we continued to clearly demonstrate our collective ability
to perform effectively in a very challenging market. Although our Global
Revenue reduced by about 6% in line with expectation, our Adjusted
Operating Profit at £23.9m was at record level.
Our Adjusted Operating margin at 7.0%, continued to show the kind of
annual improvement we set ourselves as a target at flotation.

Slovakian Housing

Roads Sector
Middle East Managing
Director
Archaelogical Research
Project
Civil & Structural
Engineering Manager

Crucially, we reduced our net debt to zero, an £18.3m improvement in
the year. In my career with Scott Wilson, I cannot recall any other
occasion when this was the case. It’s a great tribute to everyone in the
organisation and something we should all be very proud of. It shows the
world that we are well managed and in control of our business.
We have been successful in using our new Sector facing 5+5 matrix to
fill some of the gaps in our service offer and to promote collaboration
across the world. We have made a good start to Strategic Consultancy in
Asia-Pacific and now have ENR firmly established in India and in
Europe.
Although short term pressure on workload will continue across a number
of UK Sectors, demand for infrastructure remains high particularly in the
fast growing economies of China and India. Population growth,
urbanisation and increased human expectation continue to drive the
need for energy, water, minerals and transportation.
Across the international market we are seeing a trend toward larger
more complex infrastructure projects, which play to the historic strength
of our global footprint and provides us all with exciting future prospects.
Sincere thanks to you all for your contribution and support during the
year.
On Thursday this week, CH2M Hill announced to the City that they were
withdrawing their interest in acquiring Scott Wilson in light of the
increased offer from URS Corporation.
Lee McIntire, Chief Executive Officer of CH2M Hill conceded defeat
graciously and called me to offer his congratulations.
Over the past few weeks we have received the flattering attentions of
two of the best companies in the world in our Sector. This reflects the
inherent quality of Scott Wilson as an organisation and underwrites the
quality of our people.
Barring any further offers, it is likely that URS Corporation will become
our new parent organisation and over the next few weeks we will begin
to develop our joint strategy and brief this out to staff.
The transaction is due to complete in early September. In the meantime
we remain Scott Wilson Group plc.
For all those who are concerned about trading shares or exercising
share options, you will be entitled to cash them at the full offer price on
completion. This will include share options which have not yet matured.
You will note that in their last statement URS improved the terms of their
loan note option which allows all shareholders to consider an attractive
tax planning alternative to taking cash. In the natural course of events all
shares and share options will be paid out by the end of September. If
you submitted a Share Option Transaction form before 11 a.m. on
Wednesday 30 June then it is possible that the transaction has already
been processed. If, however, you submitted your form after this time and
wish to reconsider, please send an email to Nicola Carroll as soon as
possible.
Thank you for your continuing support; being responsible for
representing Scott Wilson this week has been a very satisfying
experience.
Hugh Blackwood
Group Chief Executive

ACQUISITION UPDATE - EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
To ensure that all employees across the world have up to date access to progress on the potential acquisition of Scott Wilson,
we have created an international intranet version of the Global Portal (which currently is only accessible from the UK). Providing
you are accessing the site from a Scott Wilson Regional Office you should be able to view all the information as it is made
available.
http://www.sw-inet.com/staffupdate/
All the material will also be made available to your Regional Managing Directors to forward to those who may not have access
via their regional office and they will be able to ensure any translations take place if necessary. All staff in the UK and Ireland
should continue to access the Acquisition Update site via the Global Portal.

SCOTT WILSON WINS NEW FACTORY DESIGN
Scott Wilson has been successful in securing the design of a new £5m factory project in Bangor, Co Down. The client, Munster
Simms Engineering - better known locally in Northern Ireland as Whale Pumps - manufactures a range of products for
international boating, caravan and mobile home markets.
Munster Simms is about to celebrate 200 years in operation and has been named in the Sunday Times Top 100 Best Small
Companies to Work for 2010 List. The company’s success has meant it has outgrown its current facilities.
Trevor Leaker, Architectural Technical Director, comments, “This is another successful win for Scott Wilson within the industrial
sector following on from our design of the prestigious Bombardier project. We are privileged to be working for a client with a
very positive social and environmental attitude towards staff needs and building location. This will be an interesting project
involving a highly sustainable and flexible building.”
Patrick Hurst, Managing Director of Whale Pumps, comments, “After more than 40 years in our premises on the Old Belfast
Road its time for a move to a new facility spurred on by an ever expanding order book. Scott Wilson has been chosen to design
and deliver a state-of-the-art factory, double the size of the existing building. A major objective is to ensure the building exceeds
the latest environmental targets and becomes recognised as ‘world class’, this is in keeping with the image of the Whale
products. This news comes at a time when the business celebrates 200 years since its first origins and in the same year when
the company was listed in the Sunday Times Top 100 Small Businesses To Work For Awards.”
Although still at the design stage, ambitions for this new development
include:
z
z
z
z
z

A highly energy efficient building
Sensitive site integration
Education facilities
Consideration of staff welfare
Crèche

Scott Wilson is providing in-house services in Architecture, Civil &
Structural Engineering, M&E, Project Management, Digital Media and
CDMC.
For further information contact Cathy Williamson

SLOVAKIAN HOUSING DEVELOPMENT SET TO BECOME LARGEST IN CENTRAL
EUROPE
For internal distribution only
A planned new housing development in Bratislava, the capital of Slovakia,
is set to become the largest housing development in central Europe.
Scott Wilson has been commissioned by CPMG Architects to manage the
design of the residential development. A joint venture between Slovak
development company Cresco Group and Quinlan Private Golub (QPG)
plan to develop a new urban district called Petržalka South City on the
southern edge of Bratislava, reaching the boundary of the city Rusovce.
Scott Wilson is the design project manager for the first phase of the South
City project, comprising residential and office space together with
infrastructure. Services include project financial management, legal advice,
design works monitoring and IT services. Scott Wilson will also mediate
between CPMG and its subcontractors including local architectural

companies.

Simon Hindshaw, Managing Director of Europe, comments, “The South City Development is Scott Wilson’s first such large and
complex project in the property sector and is forecast to become the largest housing development in central Europe - over one
million square metres of floor area across a huge 83ha site.”
Petržalka housing estate is the largest borough of Bratislava and is situated on the right bank of the river Danube. The first
phase of the project is worth €121m and will develop 139,000 square metres of floor area.
For further information contact Kamila Grzegorzewicz

SCOTT WILSON DESIGNED HOSPITAL OFFICIALLY OPENS
The award winning Downe Hospital in Downpatrick, Northern Ireland, has
officially opened this month. Scott Wilson, in association with Capita
Symonds, designed the hospital as a contemporary three storey building
which is sympathetic to its historic landscape.
It is the most modern of its kind, housing important departments such as
inpatient wards, emergency department, outpatients, maternity, diagnostic
services, rehabilitation, dementia and psychiatric services.
The stunning building, which recently gained a RIBA award for its
architectural merit, encourages ‘healing’ with extensive natural lighting,
courtyard gardens and the inclusion of local art to create a bright,
welcoming environment.
Paul Finlay, Architectural Director responsible for the scheme comments,
“Our aim was to design a building that was very contemporary, but one which was also sympathetic to the existing hospital
structures and integrated well into the scenic landscape using many historical and local references in the design. We are very
pleased that the hospital is now officially opened and providing important healthcare for the community.”
Northern Ireland Health Minister Michael McGimpsey said, “This state-of-the-art facility represents a major advancement in the
provision of health care in Downpatrick and the surrounding areas. The people now have an excellent, purpose-built health
facility providing high quality, safe and sustainable services.”
Chief Executive of the South Eastern Health and Social Care Trust Hugh McCaughey added, “We are very proud of this
hospital which continues to evolve as an important provider of health care for local people.”
Scott Wilson worked closely with the Trust, staff and patients during the design process to ensure the hospital was a functional
place to work, welcoming place to visit and comfortable place to stay. Careful planning and numerous sustainable elements
have been incorporated.
For further information contact Cathy Williamson

ROADS SECTOR GAINS INVESTORS IN PEOPLE STATUS
For internal distribution only
The Roads Sector, including teams based in Nottingham, Chesterfield, Matlock, Glasgow, Belfast, Newcastle and the A19, has
undergone a rigorous Investors In People (IIP) assessment and successfully met all of the 39 Evidence Requirements which
make up the standard to gain IIP status.
Feedback from assessors highlighted a number of strengths that reflect the culture of the Sector and are a credit to those who
work hard to instil a positive ethos and actively seek to develop themselves and others. Comments include ‘each business unit
has retained a team feel’, ‘culture of continual learning and progression’, ‘level of empowerment and ownership at local level’
and importantly, ‘people enjoy working for Scott Wilson and were happy in what they did.’
The IIP standard is there to help businesses improve the way in which they work. It does not prescribe any one method but
provides a framework to help businesses find the most suitable means for achieving success through its people.
Chris Jennison, Managing Director of Roads, comments, “It has taken a huge amount of effort in preparing for this, in addition to
keeping our clients happy on project work. Particular thanks go to Lisa Hayes in Matlock and Peter Smith in Chesterfield for
their involvement throughout the assessment period and to everyone else who contributed and helped to achieve such a
positive result.”
For further information contact Lisa Hayes or Peter Smith

NEW MIDDLE EAST MANAGING DIRECTOR
Steve Metcalfe has been appointed as Managing Director of the Middle East Region.
Steve became Middle East Managing Director on 14 June 2010. In this position, Steve will be
responsible for operations in some 14 countries across the Middle East Region. Prior to this
appointment he directed the design for the US$2.5bn Khalifa Port project in Abu Dhabi. From 2006 to
2009 Steve was the Director responsible for North East England operations based in Newcastle.
Previously, he was a partner of Ferguson McIlveen LLP, a 2006 Scott Wilson acquisition.
Qualified as a Chartered Engineer in 1986 and elected a Fellow of the Institution of Civil Engineers in
2004, he completed an operational tour in Iraq during 2008 in his capacity as a Lieutenant Colonel in
the Army Reserve.
Steve comments, “I am delighted to be taking over such a broad-based and highly skilled team in one of the most professionally
exciting Regions in the world. Having experienced a significant downturn in 2009, the market in the Middle East is now starting
to reassert itself once again as one of the real ‘can do’ economies. I am looking forward to guiding our business to new
challenges and providing our clients with innovative and ambitious solutions to their needs.”
Steve was recently named ‘Best Leader’ in the 2010 Global Scott Wilson Awards.

FUNDING SECURED FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH PROJECT
The Scott Wilson Heritage team in the UK is pleased to be part of the delivery team for the
DART project, which has been awarded a full grant from the Arts and Humanities Research
Council.
DART, the Detection of Archaeological Residues using remote sensing Techniques, is a
three-year £815,000 Science and Heritage funded initiative which will be led by the School of
Computing at the University of Leeds. The delivery team comprises a consortium of key
heritage and industry organisations as well as academic consultants and researchers.
The project will focus on analysing the physical and environmental factors that influence the
visibility of archaeological residues, with the overall aim of improving site and feature
detection. The successful detection of features will provide a more complete understanding
of the heritage resource which will benefit
developers, development control, research
and heritage management plans.
The Science and Heritage programme is
funded jointly by the Arts and Humanities
Research Council and the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council.
For further information contact Annie Bingham

RECRUITMENT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Civil & Structural Engineering Manager - Benaim London
We have an opportunity for a Civil & Structural Engineering Manager to join our Benaim team, to oversee the day-to-day
business of the operating unit. The right candidate will contribute to the professional development of staff and the overall
performance and expansion of the team. You will have the skills to develop new business opportunities and assist in the
development of strategy for tenders and securing new work. Developing networks and business relationships within Scott
Wilson and external clients is a key responsibility and you will ensure that projects undertaken are delivered, reported and
controlled in a commercially sound manner.
If you are interested in this role and would like further information, please contact Amanda Haines.
If you are interested in developing your experience in another part of Scott Wilson, either in your current location or overseas,
then the recruitment team based in the UK is available to discuss current opportunities worldwide. You can also search and
view current available opportunities by clicking here. If you are referring a friend, please direct them to the Careers section of
the Scott Wilson website (www.scottwilson.com/careers).
Jo Smith (Recruitment Advisor)

Can’t see this email? - Click here
If you have an article you would like to submit for consideration, or if you have any comments or queries please email
SW1@scottwilson.com. The next issue of SW1 will be distributed on 16 July 2010. Please send all contributions by 9 July.

QUICK LINKS

WELCOME
Scott Wilson is expanding its client base within the international mining
industry from our UK offices. For the next six to twelve months, I will be
assigned temporarily to the London office to focus on building and
developing our marketing strength and profile in London and to directly
oversee the operations of UK Mining. As a Professional Geoscientist and
Consulting Geologist with over 30 years international project experience,
travelling is a major part of my career.
The UK Mining Group has already participated in a number of major
projects and most recently it was involved with the largest mining Initial
Public Offering on the London Stock Exchange. Barrick Gold has spun
off four of its operating gold mines and exploration properties in
Tanzania into a new company, African Barrick Gold (ABG). Scott Wilson
prepared the technical reports that supported the listing. We are also
continuing work on the Combe Down Stone Mines Project in Bath as
Technical Supervisor and Designer. The mines were worked in the
1800s to produce much of the Bath Stone seen locally. This project is
one of the largest stabilisation projects carried out in the UK and has
been recognised nationally, winning several awards.

Queen’s Award
Rift Valley Railways
Guilford Civic Hall
Peace Program
China Mobile
Redesigned Website
Acquisition Update
Operations Manager

Scott Wilson’s mining and exploration expertise is one of the important
areas for global growth for the company. There are potential synergies
with virtually all other sectors of the Group. This is because developing a
mine, particularly a large one, generally requires an Environmental and
Social Impact Assessment and considerable infrastructure work e.g.
roads, railways, power lines, treatment plants, housing and even ports
and small towns in some cases - all areas in which Scott Wilson has
expertise.
David JF Smith in Chesterfield and I will be working closely together in
the UK on managing and developing the business. Graham Clow,
Managing Director of the Mining Group, David and I plan to foster links
with many sectors of the Group, as we believe this will be mutually
beneficial for business development throughout Scott Wilson. I look
forward to meeting and working with many of you.
Deborah McCombe
UK Director of Mining

DEPUTY LIEUTENANT PRESENTS QUEEN’S AWARD
Her Majesty’s Deputy Lieutenant for the City of Westminster, Brigadier Paul
Orchard-Lisle, has officially presented Scott Wilson Group plc with its
Queen’s Award for Enterprise in the International Trade category.
The award recognises Scott Wilson’s exceptional geographic reach and
highly skilled workforce around the world, which has led to international
revenue growth more than doubling over the last six years.
Brigadier Paul Orchard-Lisle visited the Greencoat Place office in London to
present the award to Hugh Blackwood in the presence of staff based at the
office. He comments, “Scott Wilson richly deserves The Queen’s Award. The
Company’s growth overseas alongside its long standing and growing
business in the UK, places it among the world’s leading companies in the
sector. The quality of its work and the values it embraces make it truly an
outstanding organisation. Its voluntary work in a large number of
communities is another splendid feature that many should take as a role model.” The Queen’s Award for International Trade is
the most prominent award for businesses that demonstrate substantial growth in overseas earnings and commercial success.
The Queen makes the awards annually on the advice of the Prime Minister who is advised by representatives of the
Government, industry, commerce and trade unions. The Awards are given solely on merit and competition is fierce.

RIFT VALLEY RAILWAYS PROJECT
Scott Wilson has been appointed as Lenders’ Technical Adviser to the African Development Bank (AfDB) and Emerging Africa
Infrastructure Fund (EAIF) for their consideration as potential additional debt financers to the Rift Valley Railways project.
The Rift Valley Railways (RVR) are the concession holders for the Kenyan and Ugandan interests in the former East African
Railways network, which stretches from the port
at Mombassa to Nairobi and Kampala. The
concession included investment in the railway
assets to upgrade it, reduce inefficiencies and
generate a concession fee of 11.1% in each
country, as well as an annual payment of
US$1m (Kenya) and US$500,000 (Uganda) for
the passenger concession.
The ownership of the RVR consortium has
undergone a number of changes in the last year
or so and is now consolidated at 51% owned by
Ambiance Ventures of Egypt, 34% by TransCentury of Kenya and 15% by Invesco of
Uganda. This grouping of owners has pledged itself to invest US$250m in asset renewal and upgrade.
The successful tender was developed by the Business Consultancy team in London, who will be undertaking due-diligence in
relation to the technical, contractual and cost-related elements of the project. The focus of Scott Wilson’s work is to critique the
business plan put forward by RVR to enable lenders to decide whether to participate in the project. This Due Diligence is to
cover both technical and commercial aspects and involves dialogues with stakeholders and management as well as
documentary analyses.
Scott Wilson will also be required to provide appropriate support to the client throughout the negotiations with the consortium
through to financial close.
For further information contact Project Director John Gibbon or Project Manager Mukul Pant.

GUILDFORD CIVIC HALL REACHES TOPPING OUT MILESTONE
A topping out ceremony for Guildford’s new entertainment venue
took place recently to celebrate the completion of the
superstructure construction of this new landmark building for the
town centre.
Scott Wilson is working for Willmott Dixon and Guildford Borough
Council as Civil and Structural engineer, BREEAM assessor and
CDM coordinator. When complete, the venue will be home to a
1,700 capacity auditorium, studio theatre, a café, bars and
conference facilities. The auditorium is conceived by the
architects, Austin Smith Lord, as a stone-clad box enclosed by a
glass façade in a parkland setting.
The project incorporates a number of environmental features
including a biomass boiler, surface water attenuation and rainwater harvesting and has achieved an ‘Excellent’ BREEAM rating.
Structural engineering challenges have included the integration of the
long-span roof structure with the workings of the theatre, the design of a
cantilever structure to support the upper tier of the auditorium seating
and the creation of light open spaces around the theatre and foyer. The
dramatic overhanging cantilever structure gives the appearance of the
auditorium floating above the foyer.
Mike Pauley, the Project Director, comments, “We are proud to be
associated with this scheme and the project team involved in making this
happen. We can already see the positive impact this facility will have on
the local community as well as the wider area. By working collaboratively
with the whole project team, we have been able to deliver an innovative
and economic engineering design. The venue incorporates some of the
best environmental and engineering solutions possible.”
The venue is due to open in autumn 2011.
For further information contact Katie Cooper

SCOTT WILSON SCHEME GAINS £7.2M FUNDING FROM PEACE PROGRAMME
The Landscape and Town Planning team in Belfast was appointed as key consultant
and project leader, for the preparation of design concepts for an application to the
European Union’s Peace III Programme, to gain funding for the villages of Pettigo in
County Donegal and Tullyhommon in County Fermanagh.
The application outlined the desire to regenerate the villages through extensive
redevelopment and enhancement of the physical environment, which would
encourage community interaction and kick start the economic rejuvenation of the
area.
The project has just been successful in gaining £7.2m from the programme to
regenerate the villages, called the Termon Project. The two villages sit side by side
but are divided by Ireland’s north / south border and the Termon River. The villages
have been greatly affected by the ‘troubles’ in Ireland, effectively cut off from each
other and are suffering from a rundown appearance, few jobs and a lack of amenities for locals.
The Termon project is a joint initiative between Donegal County Council, Fermanagh District Council and the Association for the
Development of Pettigo and Tullyhommon. The project involves the redevelopment of the Termon River including a riverside
walk, a public park, community spaces, a community and visitor centre and a play school.
An Environmental Improvement Scheme will enhance the appearance of the streets by providing new furniture, footpaths and
clearing up the river, with the derelict buildings being improved in the course of an architectural heritage scheme.
Recreational activities will be promoted within the local Drumharriff Forest Adventure Park, not only for local use but to
encourage tourists to the area.
The team also includes Scott Wilson’s civil engineers and architects, working in conjunction with a local Donegal architect.
For further information contact Cathy Williamson

PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR CHINA MOBILE
Scott Wilson’s Project Management unit in China has been appointed to provide project
management services for China Mobile’s Shenzhen Centre, a 100,000 sq m complex on a 5,600
sq m site.
China Mobile is the country’s leading mobile service provider, boasting the world’s largest mobile
network and largest mobile customer base. The new Shenzhen Centre will comprise two buildings,
one 36 storeys and one 12 storeys high, both with four underground levels.
Office space, conference rooms, data storage and a club house are planned for the development
which hopes to achieve the Luban Award, China’s prestigious engineering and construction quality
prize, as well as green building accreditation.
Scott Wilson will provide full project management services including construction management,
programming, cost consultancy, quality management, design management, risk management and
procurement. Construction will start in 2010 with occupancy expected in 2015.
For further information, contact Project Director Simon Lau or Project Manager Thomas Ngan.

SCOTT WILSON WEBSITE REDESIGNED

The Scott Wilson website has received a comprehensive redesign as the first stage in a planned series of improvements. The
drivers behind the redesign were to improve the client focus of the site, streamline navigation and generally to give the site a
fresh new look and feel.
One of the new technologies utilised by the refreshed website will allow selected Scott Wilson Marketing staff to update areas of
the site themselves, without having to engage a web designer. This is a key tool in our strategy to ensure that the site is kept up
to date and that it adapts to the ongoing evolving nature of our business.
The next phase of work will introduce multi-lingual capabilities to large areas of the site, so that content is available in English,
Polish or Chinese. Further phases of work are already planned to expand the content of the site and introduce additional design
enhancements.
Thanks to the Marketing and Business Systems staff who have worked hard over the past few months to launch the new site.
For further information contact Peter Thompson

ACQUISITION UPDATE - EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
To ensure all employees around the world have up to date access to progress on the potential acquisition of Scott Wilson, we
have created an international intranet version of the Global Portal (which currently is only accessible from the UK). Providing
you are accessing the site from a Scott Wilson Regional Office, you should be able to view all the information as it is made
available.
http://www.sw-inet.com/staffupdate/
All the material will also be made available to your Regional Managing Directors to forward to those who may not have access
via their regional office and they will be able to ensure any translations take place if necessary. All staff in the UK and Ireland
should continue to access the Acquisition Update site via the Global Portal.

RECRUITMENT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Operations Manager - Business Consultancy, London
Business Consultancy provides strategic and transaction advisory services to clients across the infrastructure market sectors in
which Scott Wilson operates. These services include commercial, technical, financial and PFI advice to both private and public
sector clients. It also provides the business consultancy lead to many of the Group's core technical activities. Due to ongoing
expansion of the Business Consultancy team and an ambitious growth plan, there is a vacancy for an Operations Manager to
take on day-to-day running of the consultancy and play a key part in the delivery of the business plan.
This is a strategic business consultancy post, requiring a senior level professional with an entrepreneurial outlook and the
desire to build and develop the business. It is an excellent opportunity for the successful candidate to take a leading role in
managing and supporting the activity of senior specialist professionals, as well as supporting the development of market
propositions, business development activity and delivery to clients.
If this role sounds of interest and you would like further information, please contact Simon Stoker.
If you are interested in developing your experience in another part of Scott Wilson, either in your current location or overseas,
then the recruitment team based in the UK is available to discuss current opportunities worldwide. You can also search and
view current available opportunities by clicking here. If you are referring a friend, please direct them to the Careers section of
the Scott Wilson website (www.scottwilson.com/careers).
Jo Smith (Recruitment Advisor)

Can’t see this email? - Click here
If you have an article you would like to submit for consideration, or if you have any comments or queries please email
SW1@scottwilson.com. The next issue of SW1 will be distributed on 30 July 2010. Please send all contributions by 23 July.
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WELCOME
Welcome to a special edition of SW1 dedicated to the Scott Wilson
Millennium Project (SWMP), the registered charity wholly supported and
run by the staff of Scott Wilson. This special issue showcases some of
the latest initiatives we have been supporting and demonstrates where
all the money our staff so generously donate goes to. Unfortunately there
is not nearly enough space to write about all our projects so keep an eye
on future SW1’s for the articles we couldn’t fit in this edition!

Sand Dam Project
India
Africa
Poland

2010 is our 10th anniversary and to celebrate, we have been focused on
developing major projects in Africa, India and the Asia-Pacific Regions.
We are currently committed to building a Sand Dam in Kenya and
providing child sponsorship opportunities in India. Future major projects
under consideration include extending a school in Ethiopia, building a
health clinic in Sri Lanka and assessing the needs of the communities of
Wolong in China to give them the support they really need following the
earthquakes.

China

We are always looking for new projects to support and welcome ideas
from members of staff. We stipulate the following criteria for choosing
appropriate causes for Scott Wilson Millennium Project support:

Farewell Mike, Welcome
Jamie

z
z
z
z

A project must be child focused
Support must be directed to small locally run initiatives, such as
schools, orphanages or care homes
A project must not be supported by major international charities
A project must be based in a developing country in which Scott
Wilson works.

Moldova
Future Projects
Wear a Smile Day
SWMP Who’s Who

Financial Note
Acquisition

So come on, get in touch with the Trustees and tell them about a project
close to your heart that could benefit from SWMP funding.
Georgina Corbett
SWMP Patron

THE TEAM GOES TO KENYA...
The final team for the SWMP Sand Dam project in Kenya has now been selected. The standard of applications for this project
was exceptionally high and it was an incredibly difficult decision to select the team from the many excellent applicants. We are
very pleased to announce that the following staff have been selected to volunteer:
Faustina (Ene) Adanu Manchester

Kate Kirby - Chesterfield

Kate Aplin - Bristol

Michael McConnell- Belfast

David Carribine - Newcastle

Richard Reid - Belfast

Elizabeth Clarke - London

Alexandra Russell Basingstoke

Andrew Clifford - London

Hussain Saberi - Bahrain

Helen Greenhalgh - Manchester

Sabina Sajjad,- London

David Herron - Glasgow

Mark Salisbury - Leeds

Alexis Huggins - Plymouth

Rowan Secrett - London

Rhiannon Jones - London
The team will be setting off to Kenya in mid September.
Sand dams or similar technologies have been around since the Roman times,
but have not been widely adopted. They are a very low cost form of rainwater
harvesting and therefore well suited to developing countries. Excellent
Development (the charity we are working with) want to make sure that over
2,500 Sand Dams a year are built, bringing 3 million people access to clean
water. In Africa, women and children spend an average 6 hours a day collecting
water. Sand Dams have been shown to reduce this time to 30-90 minutes and
provide filtered clean water.
Excellent Development has
recently undertaken an
assessment of potential sites
to establish the areas most in need of a sand dam. The selected team from
Scott Wilson will be based in Kibwezi, south east of Nairobi. This area is
one of the driest regions Excellent Development work in and has
consequently suffered significantly during droughts.
We wish the team the best of luck. Look out for follow up articles reporting
on their experiences.
For further information on this project please contact Hannah Bodley.

INDIA
Akaash Ganga
Akaash Ganga or ‘River of Stars’ is a refuge which provides food, clothing,
shelter, medical care and education for the children of salt pan workers
and surrounding agricultural communities in the Rann of Kutch in Gujarat,
India.
This refuge provides support to families living and working in the grimmest
of environments. Temperatures often reach 50 degrees, there is no shade
and families live in small huts near the salt pans. These people are in debt
to the owners of the land and to the oil companies which supply the fuel to
power the pumps needed to work the salt pans. The children of these
families work there too and it is not unusual for them to die from a
combination of heat exposure, poor diet and the high level of salt intake
from the environment.
The SWMP committed £3,000 to the project in 2009. This, together with a further donation of £2,000 from staff at the Leeds
Office who took part in the 3 Peaks Challenge, has transformed the refuge and its facilities. An additional 13 children are now
being supported, some local disused buildings have been converted in to workshops for education and local workers have been
employed to train the children and give them an alternative to the salt pans.
The refuge is delighted to receive the funding and sends profound thanks
to Scott Wilson staff. However, there is still much to be done so please
read on to see how you can help.
For further information contact SWMP Patron Mary Holt

MAJOR PROJECT LAUNCH - Akaash Ganga Child
Sponsorship
We are pleased to announce the launch of yet another SWMP Major Project - the opportunity to sponsor the children of Akaash
Ganga for £200 per year per child.
Your money will be used directly by the refuge to provide food, accommodation and education for an individual child. Your
donation will cover all the basic needs of that child for 12 months and help to ensure that they have a brighter future. For the
older children this could mean funding higher education. They all have aspirations!
z

z

z

z

Why not share the sponsorship of a child? You could share
sponsorship with a group of friends, a business unit, a project team,
a management board or a functional group.
Perhaps you are celebrating something special this year, a wedding,
significant birthday or anniversary. Why not give the gift of a brighter
future to a child in honour of the occasion?
Perhaps you are expecting a new member of your own family. Why
not help a child who doesn’t have the opportunities that your new
arrival will have?
We don’t need all the money at once - you can pay monthly and
spread the cost across the year.

In return for your sponsorship, you will receive regular updates of the child you are sponsoring and you may even like to
correspond with your sponsored child by email to get back first hand how you are helping children smile across the miles.
For further information contact Trustee Debra Power.

AFRICA
Mozambique School Update
It’s now over two years since our first intrepid group of volunteers set out to start
construction of the school building in Mozambique. The second anniversary of
the building’s opening will be in August and the school is still going strong. We
have just commissioned a local contractor to carry out some minor repair works
at a cost of approximately £1,700 and have committed to providing some
additional books and stationery to the school.
Juliao, the school director, sends his best wishes to all who donated to the
project and to those who helped build the classrooms. Our continued support is
very much appreciated.
Tanzania Water Connection Project
At the beginning of this year the SWMP committed to funding
its first water-related project. In response to avoidable
problems such as unsanitary water and children being forced
to travel many miles to collect drinking water, the SWMP
approved funding to connect a remote primary school to the
water mains.
The remote village of Kibaoni is situated high in a
mountainous region of Tanzania. Due to its height and
topography, the village could not dig a well and relied on
children to collect water. The route was fraught with danger
and recently one of the children was knocked down and
killed on the journey.
The SWMP donated £4,000 to connect the school to the
water mains, removing the need for the children to travel the
2km dangerous route to collect water and freeing up their
time for other activities such as education. It has also
ensured they have access to clean water which will help prevent disease.
Through your donations to the charity we hope to be able to continue to help the children of Tanzania in the years to come.

POLAND
Poland remains a very active part of the SWMP. Through the last two Wear a Smile Days, Poland has
contributed nearly 3,000 PLN to fund our causes.
A request was made to participants of last year’s Wear a Smile day to put forward names of needy
causes that they thought would be suitable for our support. A long list was provided, from which the
Trustees selected four organisations for support: the Maryna Falska Orphanage no. 1 in Warsaw; the
School and Boarding Complex in Poznań at PSK no. 4; the SPOW Jan Brzechwa Orphanage in
Cracow and the Public (State) Elementary School Kamila and Józef Spytka in Mirzec. In total the
SWMP committed 7,700PLN (£1,500) to these very worthy causes.
This year’s Wear a Smile Day, celebrating our 10th anniversary, was organised across the twelve Polish offices with various
activities arranged and undertaken in support. As a follow up, they are now in the process of identifying suitable causes (new
and/or existing) to put forward to the Trustees for support over the next year.

CHINA
The Greater China offices (including Hong Kong) have collected close to
HK$9,500 of donations from staff since June 2009 through various fundraisers
throughout the year, including a charity sing-a-long and bake sales organised by
staff.
They have also continued to
assist a rural school
destroyed by the 2008
Sichuan earthquake. Our
partner school was
relocated to Longchang, a
small town near Chongqing
approximately 280km from
their hometown of Wolong.
Given the hotter and more humid climate of Longchang, students had a
hard time adjusting to the new location and were more susceptible to
illness. The SWMP has donated funds to make this transition as easy as
possible, with the minimum disruption to the children.

MOLDOVA
The SWMP has been supporting the children of Moldova, one of the poorest
economies in the former Soviet Union, since 2001 and assisted the Straseni
Orphanage until 2008 when it secured donations from other international donors.
In 2008 the SWMP had the opportunity to assist with funds for the Nisporeni
Orphanage which is situated 70 km from Chisinau in the Nisporeni district with a
population of 20,000 people. The orphanage is home to 82 children aged from 6
to 14 years. As well as being an orphanage they also receive a basic education.
Our local partner, Stanislav
Chechuy of Moldconsult, is a vital
link for us to the orphanage,
liaising directly with the staff to
define requirements and make
purchases and reporting back on the positive impact that Scott Wilson’s
donations have made to the lives of the Nisporeni children.
Our donation for Christmas 2008 was used to provide bedding and chairs. In
February 2010 the donation was used to secure dental treatment and underwear
for all the children. In addition to this, Stan always ensures the local community
take part whenever the Scott Wilson Millennium Project makes a donation,
providing the children with ‘fun days’ they will always remember.

FUTURE PROJECTS
There are a number of very exciting project opportunities currently being explored by the Trustees of the charity. We are
currently investigating the extension of a small school in Ethiopia to cope with the large number of children who would like to be
educated. This scheme could involve volunteers helping to design the school building and others going out to help build the
school. Keep an eye out for this in 2011.
We are also looking in to the possibility of funding a health centre in Sri Lanka. The health centre would be built specifically for
children and would supplement existing buildings currently co-used for a number of different uses. Again, please look out for
this potentially very beneficial project in 2011.
Finally, we are always on the look out for new projects. If you have an idea and you think it might fit our criteria please contact
Tom Horne for a project suggestion form. Before you know it, you could be championing a scheme to relieve hardship amongst
children in the developing world!
For further information contact Tom Horne.

WEAR A SMILE DAY 2010

Our second annual fundraising event, Wear A Smile Day, took place on 12th May. Scott
Wilson staff across the globe took part in a range of activities, from dress down days, cake
sales and cooked breakfasts, to quizzes, auctions and raffles. We have raised over £3,000 in
total (with more money still coming in!) - a brilliant result in what has been a difficult year for
everyone financially.
THANK YOU to all the Scott Wilson Millennium
Project Reps for organising fundraising activities,
Patrons and Directors for donating prizes and last
but certainly not least, thank you to everyone who
took part in Wear A Smile Day. Your money is going
to a great cause and there are lots of exciting new
projects on the horizon.
SWMP Reps – NOW RECRUITING!
If you missed out on Wear A Smile Day because
there wasn’t an event in your office, or if you’ve
been inspired to get more involved with the SWMP,
we would love to recruit you as an Office Rep. To find out more about what is involved
or to volunteer, please contact Becky Humphrey.
And finally, the lucky winner of our global raffle for 24,000 BA On Business Points was Hugh Smith from the Leeds office (UK) congratulations Hugh! Also, we would like to thank Scott Wilson for donating such a brilliant prize to the raffle.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SCOTT WILSON MILLENIUM PROJECT TEAM
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Special Project Teams - for SWMP major building projects
Inhambane School,
Mozambique:
Ann Harvey - School
Champion

Sand Dam, Kenya:
Hannah Bodley - Sand
Dam Champion

Mitak Amanuel
School, Ethiopia:
Neville Taylor - School
Champion
Andrew Luke
Christina Petrides

FAREWELL MIKE, WELCOME JAMIE!
It is with great sadness that we announce that Mike Pidgeon has stepped down as a Trustee of the SWMP as he has left
company employment. We thank Mike for all his hard work over the last few years, particularly in relation to the Mozambique
School and wish him all the best in the future.
However, when one door closes another always opens! Jamie Douglas-Watson, Managing Consultant in Business
Consultancy, has been accepted by the Scott Wilson Millennium Project Trustees as the new Treasurer and a Trustee. Jamie is
replacing Ann Harvey, who is stepping down from this role after 10 years of dedication to the Charity. Ann will remain a Trustee
and will support the regular delivery of SWMP projects and initiatives.

FINANCIAL NOTE
The SWMP’s funds at the end of the 2009/2010 financial year stood at £21,000 in the current bank account and £42,000 in the
savings account. SWMP donated to seven worthy projects during this period.
Donations during this period amounted to £25,000 with major contributions from ‘Wear a Smile Day’ and the Patron’s
‘Apprentice Challenge’. Well done to all Scott Wilson staff for their continued support, especially in tough economic conditions.
There are a number of exciting projects in the pipeline for this year that will consume a large proportion of the Charity’s cash
and savings. These include the Kenya ‘Sand Dam’ (committed funding £20,000) and the potential school extension in Ethiopia
(prospective spend £35,000). So please, continue your support of the Scott Wilson Millennium Project and we can continue
improving the lives of less advantaged children around the world.

SCOTT WILSON’S POTENTIAL ACQUISITION
The Trustees of the Scott Wilson Millennium Project would like to state that we have been in touch with the Scott Wilson Board
of Directors with regards to any potential takeover and what this may mean for the charity. We will continue to remain in close
contact with the Board and communicate any decisions we might make with regard to this in due course.
SWMP Patron Georgina Corbett will be our point of contact with the management board as the acquisition progresses.

Can’t see this email? - Click here
If you have an article you would like to submit for consideration, or if you have any comments or queries please email
SW1@scottwilson.com. The next issue of SW1 will be distributed on 13 August 2010. Please send all contributions by 06 August.
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WELCOME
Ramadan Kareem to all of you in this Islamic month of fasting and
spiritual renewal. I often feel that my transition to the Middle East
business from the UK has been a spiritual journey of sorts, with
challenges emerging at every turn. However, I am delighted to have
been appointed as Managing Director for the Middle East Region and to
be responsible for a highly gifted and diverse team, working in one of the
most demanding and dynamic markets in the world. Scott Wilson’s name
is well known in the Middle East and now with URS and its strong local
presence in the oil and gas market, we are looking forward to forging
new relationships and pursuing opportunities with our new extended
family.
The Middle East is not an easy market but it does offer great rewards
both in terms of the size and complexity of major projects and the ability
to help shape the future of rapidly developing societies. These rewards
are highlighted by our recent project wins on Boubyan Port and the site
supervision of 15 split grade interchanges in Kuwait, which is valued at
some £16m in fees over four years.

Royal Reception
Abu Dhabi Gains
Railways Collaboration
A1 Opens Early
Bristol Success
Youngest SiLC
Land Registry Account
Job Opportunities

The global downturn has had a significant impact on the economies of
Dubai and Bahrain but there are signs of a steady recovery and we are
optimistic for the future. The huge oil driven economies of Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Qatar, Abu Dhabi and an emerging Iraq are fuelling massive
infrastructure projects across the region. Scott Wilson Middle East will
depend on extensive support from the UK and elsewhere in the Group to
maximize our exposure to these markets. We will need this support both
in terms of traditional ‘backoffice consultancy’ but more importantly, with
enthusiastic people willing to come out and experience the young,
cosmopolitan, contemporary, fashion-conscious, trend-setting lifestyle of
today’s Middle East!
Steve Metcalfe
Managing Director, Middle East Region

ROYAL RECEPTION
Scott Wilson was recently invited to a special reception at Buckingham
Palace to celebrate its Queen’s Award for Enterprise in the international
trade category.
The reception was held inside the palace and representatives from each of
the 2010 winning companies were present. The event was hosted by Her
Majesty the Queen and His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh, with
each of the guests presented to them throughout the evening.
Group CEO Hugh Blackwood attended the event and was accompanied by
PR Manager Rachel Brierley. He comments, “It is an honour to receive the
highly prestigious and internationally recognised Queen’s Award and I am
proud of the accolade it represents to the efforts of generations of Scott
Wilson staff who laid the foundation and built a highly successful
international business.”

ABU DHABI CAPITAL GAINS!
The pace of development in the UAE capital continues to generate exciting
opportunities for Scott Wilson. Spending on transportation, infrastructure, rail and
oil & gas initiatives continues and the Abu Dhabi office has already won a number
of new contracts and is hoping to continue to secure its share of these exciting
new projects.
Since January 2010, Transport Consultancy has been advising the Department of
Transport in Abu Dhabi on the potential for introducing ferries along certain
routes, either connecting parts of Abu Dhabi Island itself or connecting Abu Dhabi
to neighbouring islands. The release of the government’s Abu Dhabi 2030 Vision
has been followed with a number of complimentary studies focusing on public
transport in an attempt to address the congestion and delays associated with
rapid economic growth.
Scott Wilson has just submitted its final recommendations to the Department of Transport, which included presentations to a
number of high profile stakeholders such as Aldar, Sorouh, Mubadala, Bunya and TDIC. The study included many modules,
bringing together colleagues from different business groups as well as external sub-consultants. They included Aedas
Architects and Global Maritime, along with Scott Wilson’s David J Evans, Tony King, David Seares, Matt McLintock, Ruby
Mahdi, Malcolm George and Matt Amor.
Director of Transport Consultancy Jamshid Soheili comments, “We are confident that our report will provide the necessary
inputs to enable the Department of Transport to press ahead with implementation of our recommended pilot scheme - the F1
Grand Prix in November might give you a clue!”
A second major contract represents Scott Wilson’s first success with the Abu Dhabi Urban Planning Council (UPC), the
nominated body that guides and regulates developments across the Emirate. Following a competitive tendering process that
started in March of this year, the UPC last week appointed Scott Wilson as ITS consultant. The project is associated with
Capital District, the single biggest development project by the UPC which aims to build a completely new residential,
educational and commercial district off the island, with ITS identified as crucial in supporting the transportation blueprint for this
new community. Adrian Withill and Julia Raine from Transport Consultancy will shortly be attending the kick-off meeting in Abu
Dhabi later this month with the final report expected in January 2011.
For further information contact Jamshid Soheili.

COLLABORATION FOR RAILWAYS STAFF
In June this year, Railways staff in the UK and Hong Kong worked together to solve a complex
problem for major client MTR Corporation Limited on the new North South Railway line, part of
the Shatin to Central Link project in Hong Kong.
The project will extend the existing railway from mainland China, which terminates in Kowloon,
through a new tunnel under Hong Kong harbour and into the central financial district on Hong
Kong Island.
The proposed tunnel conflicts with the overhead line (OLE) masts which supply power to
trains on the busy Eastern Rail Line. The masts must be removed to allow the tunnel to be
built, but the existing railway cannot operate without OLE support through the area. Work on
the OLE is limited to three hour night time shutdowns with no blockades and no exceptions.
This work is also further complicated by the need to build two temporary road bridges, one a
seven lane highway, while the existing bridges are rebuilt.
Garry Keenor from the Swindon office and David Herron from Glasgow travelled to Hong
Kong at short notice to help with the project. Arriving on Sunday, by Wednesday they had met
the team, assessed the problem and visited the site.
Working with Project Manager Simon Suen and engineer Tommy Shum, an OLE staging proposal was developed in
consultation with Atkins (the tunnel designer), the MTR project team and the railway operations and maintenance staff.
The resulting proposal involves a series of new structures to separate the OLE as much as possible from the tunnel and bridge
construction site. The foundation proposal takes into account local ground conditions, proximity to the tunnel construction zone,
access constraints and bridge staging works.
The 70 page report with a fully developed proposal was issued only 18 days after the team’s arrival in Hong Kong. It was
accepted at a presentation delivered to the client on day 21 and the final report issued on day 23. This project shows Scott
Wilson working at its best - collaboration across Regions, disciplines and nationalities to solve a challenging problem within an
extremely tight timescale.
For further information contact Garry Keenor.

A1 BEECHILL TO CLOGHOGUE DUAL CARRIAGEWAY OPENS EARLY
After nearly ten years the A1 Beechill to Cloghogue dual carriageway scheme was officially opened, five months ahead of
schedule, by Northern Ireland’s Minister for Regional Development Connor Murphy. Deputy First Minister Martin McGuinness,
Junior Minister Robin Newton and the Irish Taoiseach Brian Cowen TD also took part in the event.
This strategic road improvement scheme, costing just over £150 million, was provided as part of Package 2 of Roads Service’s
Design, Build, Finance and Operate (DBFO) programme. The A1 Sprucefield to the border route in Northern Ireland has been
progressively upgraded from single to dual carriageway over many years and this section provides the final link between Belfast
and Dublin. Motorists can now make the journey between the two capital cities in 90 minutes.
Scott Wilson was appointed by Roads Service in Northern Ireland in 2001 to identify a suitable route for the new dual
carriageway, develop the scheme and take it through the statutory procedures, which involved the publication of the
Environmental Statement and draft Direction and Vesting Orders. Scott Wilson also assisted in the production of the tender
documentation for the scheme.
Scott Wilson’s Project Manager, Kenny O’Hara, comments, “The scheme itself comprises a 12km section of high standard dual
carriageway with hard shoulders, a continuous central safety barrier and five strategically located grade separated junctions.
Scott Wilson staff from across various offices within the UK and Ireland have assisted Roads Service in bringing this impressive
project to fruition, providing project management, design review and site monitoring services in connection with this DBFO
scheme.”
The improvement of this route between Belfast and Dublin, which previously involved a tedious journey via old roads and
through many small towns, will bring tremendous economic and tourism benefits, both north and south of the border.
For further information contact Cathy Williamson.

SCOTT WILSON WINS HONG KONG BIM AWARD
Scott Wilson has received a 2010 Autodesk Hong Kong
Building Information Modelling (BIM) Award.
The award given to Scott Wilson was for the innovative and
cost-effective application of BIM technology on the Kai Tak
Nullah Improvement project. Scott Wilson is providing design
services for the Drainage Services Department of the Hong
Kong Government to improve the urban infrastructure in this
area of south east Kowloon.
Scott Wilson used BIM for the design of a box culvert under the
busy Prince Edward Road East. The site is located in a
congested urban area with a complicated network of
underground utilities. Scott Wilson applied BIM to build a 3D
information model to show the complex connections of the above-ground and underground networks. This allowed for the site
context and site constraints to be better understood and helped to optimise the placement of the box culvert and utility
diversion.
Mark Bew, Director of Business Information Systems, comments, “The innovative use of BIM technology on this project allowed
Scott Wilson to plan complex utility diversions and make clear and convincing presentations about construction sequencing to
key stakeholders. This award demonstrates our commitment and ability to use cutting-edge technology in order to enhance the
design of our projects.”
The Autodesk Hong Kong BIM Awards, now in their fourth year, are held annually to celebrate outstanding building industry
professionals in Hong Kong who help to drive the transformation of the building industry through BIM technology.
For further information contact Leung Wai-Kit.

BRISTOL SUCCESS
The Bristol office has recently won three significant framework contracts, all
against stiff competition, as a result of its business development activities.
Bristol City Council has awarded a three-year framework relating to security
services. The framework will be led by Ewan Hobbs and encompasses ITS,
mechanical and electrical design and on occasion building surveying.
The second is a four-year framework for West Dorset Council and includes many
of Scott Wilson’s disciplines, in particular coastal and water and geotechnics and
will be led by Richard Hein.
The third is a three-year framework with the Forestry Commission Wales and is
concerned with the geotechnical asset management of some of the most
challenging sites in the Forestry Commission’s portfolio. This will be led by Mark
O’Neill.
The team is now working hard to develop relationships with these new clients to ensure Scott Wilson is best placed to win the
work tendered through the frameworks over the coming years.
For further information contact Kate Mills.

SCOTT WILSON’S DANNY BECOMES YOUNGEST SiLC
Ground engineering’s Danny Hope has become the UK’s youngest Specialist in Land Condition (SiLC).
Danny is a Principal Consultant and leads the Manchester geo-environmental team.
In addition to Danny, the ground engineering team includes two further SiLCs, David Cragg and Dr Martin
Cross.
The SiLC scheme is a post-chartership qualification recognising the competence of professionals working
in the brownfield redevelopment sector and is affiliated to a number of professional organisations.
Danny’s application was endorsed by Costain,
who Danny and his team have worked closely with
on the Greater Manchester Waste PFI Project over the last three years.
Costain’s Delivery Manager Linda Colman congratulated Danny and
comments, “I have been so impressed with his knowledge and the value
that he has added to the project that I have recommended his services
to other Costain projects.”
Managing Director of Environment & Natural Resources Robin Hawley
comments, “This is excellent news for Scott Wilson’s geo-services
business. This is a qualification that is growing in stature and is
recognised as the industry standard for contaminated land professionals
- well done Danny.”
For further information on the SiLC scheme or any land contamination project matters contact Danny Hope.

SCOTT WILSON OPENS LAND REGISTRY ACCOUNT
Scott Wilson has recently set up a business e-services account with the Land Registry in the UK.
This enables users to acquire information relating to land ownership within England and Wales directly through the internet. The
main benefit of using this system is that information delivery is almost instantaneous through means of downloadable PDFs and
it is generally half-price compared to requesting the information by postal service.
If you wish to know more about this service, the following web-link provides an overview of the services available:
http://www1.landregistry.gov.uk/eservices/alleserv/
In the interests of traceability each user requires an individual account in order to access and request the required information.
If anyone would like to be registered to use this service please contact Sue Silcocks in the first instance or any other member of
the admin team identified below.
Sue Silcocks (Chesterfield)
Darren Warnock (Basingstoke)
Jon Alsop (London)
Neil Mason (Manchester)

RECRUITMENT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Framework and Proposals Manager (4.2) - Basingstoke, London or Manchester
The Framework and Proposals Manager role is pivotal in delivering the B&I sales strategy as the Manager will act as the focal
point for the production of high quality proposals and the management of successful client retention strategies. The purpose of
the position is threefold:
1. To lead significant multi-disciplinary national proposals for the B&I Sector business;
2. To manage existing national frameworks, maximising the volume of opportunities and providing metrics on performance;
3. To help build and maintain B&I’s ‘centre of excellence’ for proposals and framework management and to mentor bid
managers and proposals coordinators across the UK&I B&I Sector.
The full job description can be viewed on the Global Portal or contact Jo Smith for more information.
Waste and Resources Management Opportunities - Chesterfield, Nottingham or Saudi Arabia
Due to sustained growth, the Waste and Resources Management team have three opportunities for successful candidates to
assist in the continued development and delivery of their capability in waste management engineering:
1. Landfill / Waste Disposal Facility Support Manager - Saudi Arabia
2. Principal / Senior Waste Management Engineer - Chesterfield or Nottingham
3. Waste & Resources Management Engineer - Chesterfield or Nottingham.
All three roles involve a wide variety of activities in waste management treatment/transfer facilities and landfill sites. If you have,
or if you know someone with, a background in waste management and a desire for a new challenge, then contact Jo Smith or
check out the Global Portal for more information.
If you are interested in developing your experience in another part of Scott Wilson, either in your current location or overseas,
then the recruitment team based in the UK is available to discuss current opportunities worldwide. You can also search and
view current available opportunities by clicking here. If you are referring a friend, please direct them to the careers section of the
Scott Wilson website (http://careers.scottwilson.com/).
Jo Smith (Recruitment Advisor)

Can’t see this email? - Click here
If you have an article you would like to submit for consideration, or if you have any comments or queries please email
SW1@scottwilson.com. The next issue of SW1 will be distributed on 27 August 2010. Please send all contributions by 20 August.

WELCOME

QUICK LINKS

Eighteen months have elapsed since I picked up the reins of the
Buildings & Infrastructure (B&I) Sector business. Much has changed
both in the external market and internally in that time and I write this only
a few days before what is likely to be the greatest change in Scott
Wilson’s history so far.
The B&I business has a wide range of market sectors which it faces
across the globe, its primary areas of strength being the UK, Asia-Pacific
and the Middle East, with dedicated and very capable teams in those
locations. This broad base to the B&I portfolio has served it well in terms
of minimising the risks associated with recent downturns in certain
markets. Key to the success of cross-Regional opportunities remains
personal relationships and trust and much effort has been devoted to
these aspects.
To date, B&I’s presence in Europe and India has been modest but
initiatives are now in train to start to penetrate these regional markets,
the spearhead in Europe being our waste capability, whilst strong B&I
links with Tesco in the UK are bringing exciting development
opportunities in India. More diverse opportunities will follow in these
Regions in the coming months, with relationships and trust again high on
the agenda.

Buobyan Seaport
BREEAM Excellent Rating
Rail Baltica Contract
HCA Top Ten Consultant
TCPA Corporate Fellow
Railways Infrastructure
Planning
Award Opportunities
Job Opportunities

The range and transferability of B&I’s skills sets, coupled with the
flexibility of its staff mean that, in addition to working on projects in their
own market sectors, staff are continually in demand on cross-Sector and
cross-Regional projects such as airports, ports, rail and power and you
will be aware that there have been some notable wins in all these areas
in the past year. There is little doubt that market confidence in some
areas is starting to re-emerge.
Change is exciting, albeit at times challenging. B&I has seen some very
significant changes associated with acquisitions and restructuring since
late 2006. The adaptability, dedication and integrity displayed by staff in
the Sector, particularly over the last eighteen months, have been
tremendous. I am sure that those same personal attributes exist in equal
measure in the other Sector and Regional businesses. I would
encourage you all to use them as a springboard for exploring and
making the most of the exciting opportunities that the coming weeks and
months will present.
Best wishes
John Tubman
Managing Director, Buildings & Infrastructure.

CONTRACT AWARD FOR BOUBYAN SEAPORT
FOR INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION ONLY
Scott Wilson’s Maritime and Ports team, in collaboration with the Middle East Region and
industry specialists, has won a strategic role to provide the design audit and construction
supervision for the first phase of a new seaport development on Boubyan Island in Kuwait.
This multibillion dollar project, divided into three phases, is viewed as an integral part of
Kuwait’s ambition to become a regional economic and trade hub. Scott Wilson has been
appointed by the State of Kuwait Ministry of Public Works - Mega Projects Sector.
At present, Kuwait’s two main ports face issues with congestion and are in need of
expansion should the country wish to become a leader in an increasingly competitive
regional port landscape.
The Boubyan Island project will see free trade zones established, light industry areas
created and a governmental zone at the new seaport site. The seaport is to be situated on
the north-eastern shore of Boubyan Island. When completed, the port will have 16 piers
stretching 1,600m into the sea. The depth at the basins of the port are projected at 16.5
metres and navigations will be 14.5m deep.
The initial phase of development, scheduled for completion in 2014, will be split between
three principal contracts:
z
z
z

Contract 1 - marine infrastructure
Contract 2 - dredging works (including basin and channel)
Contract 3 - port terminal works (including terminal yard and buildings)

Scott Wilson’s role relates to the design audit and construction supervision of contract 1, which is anticipated to last 42 months
and requires the preparation and submission of the contract documentation for the next phase.
The major projects team, reporting to the Ministry of Public Works technical team, will be led by Martin Mannion (Project
Director). Richard Hoyes (Project Manager) and Ahmed Khudairi (Country Manager) will be working closely to manage the
project on a day-to-day basis, supported by Ozgur Balaban as Assistant Project Manager. Scott Wilson has teamed up with
local consultant Sief who will provide support site supervisory staff and Grontmij Carl Bro who will support on some design audit
roles. The contract will be formalised around 15 September and fees to Scott Wilson are expected to be approximately £10m.
For further information contact Martin Mannion.

GUILDFORD’S NEW VENUE ACHIEVES BREEAM ‘EXCELLENT’
The sustainable design and environmental benefits of Guildford’s
new entertainment venue have been recognised with a BREEAM
‘Excellent’ rating.
BREEAM (BRE Environmental Assessment Method) is the
leading and most widely used environmental assessment method
for buildings. It sets the standard for best practice in sustainable
design and is the measure used to describe a building’s
environmental performance.
Cllr Nigel Manning, Lead Councillor for Procurement and Projects
at Guildford Borough Council, says: “The BREEAM ‘Excellent’
rating is great news for this exciting project. The rating is higher
than our target of ‘Very Good’, although we had always aspired to
reach an ‘Excellent’ score. We achieved the higher rating at no extra cost thanks to the hard work of our consultants and
contractors. We continue to work with a number of partners to design, build and run a premier entertainment venue that local
residents, visitors and businesses can enjoy into the future.”
The building was assessed by Scott Wilson’s sustainable
construction team, who has given advice on the project since the
early design stage. The building achieved a score of 74 per cent,
which exceeds the BREEAM ‘Excellent’ threshold of 70 per cent.
In addition to the overall ‘Excellent’ rating, the new venue also
scored 90 per cent of the available credits for management and
water and 96.5 per cent for energy and transport.
Project Director Mike Pauley comments: “Through the high
quality and collaborative work of the whole project team, we have
been able to implement numerous environmental features to
attain a high BREEAM rating. Once opened, this venue will
continue to be of low environmental impact and provide an
example of good sustainable design and construction to venues

across the country.”

When complete, the venue will offer a 1,000 seat or 1,700 standing capacity auditorium, a versatile studio space, two function
rooms, five seminar rooms, bars and catering facilities.
The build is on time and on budget and the Council is in the process of appointing an operator partner to run the venue on its
behalf. The venue is set to open in autumn 2011.
For further information contact Katie Cooper.

SCOTT WILSON WINS RAIL BALTICA CONTRACT IN LITHUANIA
Scott Wilson has recently strengthened its position in the railways sector in
Lithuania, winning a major contract for the Lithuanian section of the Rail
Baltica project.
The commission, appointed by the Lithuanian Rail Authority AB ‘Lietuvos
Geležinkeliai’, covers complex engineering services for the construction of
a second track at the Gaižiūnai-Jonava and Šilainiai-Kėdainiai sections,
located in the centre of the country in the vicinity of Kaunas - Lithuania’s
second most populous city.
The project is aimed at overall improvement of the existing Lithuanian
railway network. The level of services currently provided on the sections to
be upgraded is relatively poor. Furthermore, there are a number of
obstacles to adjusting the network to the EU norms mainly due to
differences in standards, such as gauge width, speed limits and axle load.
In the upcoming 28 months Scott Wilson is to provide comprehensive project solutions, the detailed design and the final report
after obtaining all construction permits for the sections. Scott Wilson is delivering these services, worth £1.1m, in a consortium
with Kelprojektas, a leading domestic design company. This is the second contract for Scott Wilson and Kelprojketas on this
project - last year the consortium was awarded a £2m contract for the design of second tracks at the Telšiai-Liėplaukė,
Kūlupėnai-Kretinga, Pavenčiai-Raudėnai, Plungė-Šateikiai and Telšiai-Dūseikiai sections.
Scott Wilson’s current involvement is part of the Rail Baltica Priority Project of the Trans-European Transport Networks (TENT). A continuous 950km rail link from Tallinn (Estonia), to Warsaw (Poland) via Latvia and Lithuania, the project will develop
high quality passenger and cargo transport links between Finland, the Baltic States and other EU countries.
For further information contact Kamila Grzegorzewicz.

TOP TEN CONSULTANT FOR HCA
Scott Wilson has been awarded a top ten place on the Homes and Communities Agency’s (HCA) multidisciplinary consultants
framework panel. The four-year framework agreement will cover a wide range of professional services including
masterplanning, property, engineering, planning, project and cost management, heritage and archaeology.
The Scott Wilson consortium includes Knight Frank and Gleeds, as well as regional and national architects to supplement its inhouse architecture capabilities. These include White arkitekter ab, Farrells, Matrix Partnership, Space Craft Architects, Levitt
Bernstein, Trinity Architecture, Archial Architects, Sprunt and Stride Treglown. This ensures that a locally based, high quality,
responsive service can be delivered in all parts of England.
Framework Director Ian Marsden comments, “We are extremely pleased that this independent process has placed the Scott
Wilson team as one of its top ten housing and regeneration consultants in England. We have a 20 year relationship with the
HCA and its predecessors and look forward to working, not only with the HCA, but also with its partners such as developers,
contractors, local authorities and Registered Providers. We believe that extensive use of this panel will deliver more for less and
would encourage organisations interested in housing and regeneration to take advantage of its wide remit and the substantial
skills base it can offer.”
For further information contact Gemma Eagle.

SCOTT WILSON BECOMES CORPORATE FELLOW OF THE TOWN AND COUNTRY
PLANNING ASSOCIATION
Scott Wilson was recently invited to become one of only 12 Corporate
Fellows of the Town and Country Planning Association (TCPA) and its
application was accepted by the Trustees at the end of July. Scott Wilson
is the only Consultant Fellow; the other 11 are development organisations
such as Land Securities, Westfield Shopping Centres, Co-Operative
Group, Network Rail and British Waterways.
Martin Herbert, Director of Town Planning and Environment, comments,
“The invitation arose as the Treasurer was our principal client during the
four years we worked on the Woodberry Down Estate Regeneration in
Hackney, London. The relationship that developed was further reinforced
by the RTPI Planning Consultancy of the Year award we received in
February and our work on the Eco Towns project.”
The TCPA is Britain’s oldest charity concerned with planning and the built
environment and prides itself on leading-edge, radical thinking and
problem solving.
This is a unique opportunity to promote Scott Wilson’s innovative work not only in the Environment & Natural Resources Sector
but also in closely related fields such as transport, construction, power and infrastructure generally. Furthermore, Scott Wilson
will have privileged access to colleagues from other Fellows, as well as national and local politicians and some of the leading
commentators on issues of development, environment and social justice.
The TCPA is an acknowledged leader in the environmental debate. In fact, it was quoted by the UK Conservative Party in its
Open Source Planning Green Paper that has become the starting point for the new Coalition’s legislation, including the
forthcoming Decentralisation and Localism Bill.
For further information contact Martin Herbert.

RAILWAYS INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING ACCESS
Did you know that Scott Wilson’s Investigations and Operational Support team
based in Nottingham provide planning and operational services to enable safe
and efficient access to the railway infrastructure?
Over the last ten years, the Trackbed Technology MOU in Nottingham has
developed and implemented a system-based approach to ensure safe and
reliable access to railway infrastructure. For anyone that works in the industry,
getting access to track within the window of availability provided by infrastructure
owners is critical to the success of rail projects. Even more importantly, a system
for recording change with a robust audit trail is essential to support claims for
frustrated access resulting from infrastructure owner operational limitations.
The team carries out regular planning activities in all Network Rail regions and
for London Underground projects, supporting a variety of disciplines including
trackbed, surveying and ground investigation works. By liaising with other Sectors (predominantly Railways) the team has
access to a UK-wide network of Scott Wilson safety critical staff to minimise the use of external subcontractors. Where possible
these staff can double up duties on site (provided within infrastructure regulations), minimising staff numbers and further
reducing costs.
Key to planning access is knowing the infrastructure owner’s staff in the region or locality. As a result of involvement in three
national framework contracts with Network Rail and London Underground, which require regular liaison and access planning
meetings, the team has a strong relationship with all of the relevant departments.
It provides Possession Planning and Rimini planning services, from simple site visits to multi disciplinary major projects with 24
hour on-call support facilities. These unique services allow it to offer a ‘one-stop-shop’ which includes:
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Dedicated Planning and Access database that tracks site work from cradle to grave
Possession planning and access
Rimini planning for red and green zone working
Coverage at Network Rail planning meetings around the country
London Underground Access
24hr on call service
Dedicated shift based filing system allows succinct record keeping through all stages of the planning process
Evidence gathering for disruptive site work
Buried Services procurement and analysis
Safety Critical Staff

In addition to supporting projects undertaken by Swindon, Glasgow and Birmingham based teams, the team has carried out
planning and Rimini on:
z
z
z
z
z
z

National Trackbed Investigations Framework contracts
Reading Station Area Development
Cardiff Area Signalling Renewals
London Underground Trackbed Investigations Framework
East Midlands Signalling Renewals
Various track lowering sites as part of gauge widening schemes

For further information contact Andrew Pickering or Simon Middleton.

AWARD OPPORTUNITIES
Two important award schemes are currently open to entries
and offer an opportunity to highlight Scott Wilson’s
achievements and talent.
The NCE Graduate Awards 2010 are designed to recognise
and reward the most promising all round civil engineers who
graduated during 2009. They are open to anyone who
graduated from an ICE accredited civil, structural - or related
- engineering first degree course, or MSc postgraduate
course. Entrants will be marked on all round ability; not only
academic and work related achievements but also their
enthusiasm for civil engineering. The winner of this
competition will receive a specially commissioned trophy and
£1,500, two runners’ up will each receive £700 and three
highly commended candidates £400. Entries should be
submitted by the graduate and can be completed online at
www.nce.co.uk/graduateawards. The closing date is 21
September 2010.
The British Expertise International Awards 2010/11 are also open to entries, with the closing date 30 September 2010. Last
year, Scott Wilson was shortlisted for five of these awards and won two. The Breakwater at Costa Azul LNG Terminal received
the Major Project of the Year award and Scott Wilson’s involvement in the National Industrial Symbiosis Programme was
awarded Environmental Impact of the Year. The awards recognise excellence in the design, planning, management and
construction of overseas projects and provide winners and finalists with another tool to help win and deliver projects throughout
the world.
If you would like to enter a project to the British Expertise International Awards please contact Rachel Brierley who will be
coordinating Scott Wilson’s submissions.

RECRUITMENT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Materials Specialist (4.2) - Nottingham
Scott Wilson is the UK’s largest provider of specialised consulting services in all aspects of pavement engineering and our
expertise in unbound, hydraulically bound and bitumen bound materials is recognised nationally. Since we combine consultancy
with our own laboratory and site testing capability, we provide a ‘one-stop-shop’ for Pavement, Trackbed and Materials
Engineering services.
Due to expanding opportunities, we are looking for a Materials Specialist to broaden the scope of activities currently performed
and to provide in-depth knowledge of materials technology in relation to our civil and structural engineering activities across the
world.
If you have or if you know someone with a relevant engineering or scientific degree, a background in materials behaviour and a
national or international reputation in unbound and hydraulically bound materials, structural concrete, steelwork, new composite
materials or geocomposites, then contact Laura Webb or visit the Global Portal for more information.
If you are interested in developing your experience in another part of Scott Wilson, either in your current location or overseas,
then the recruitment team based in the UK is available to discuss current opportunities worldwide. You can also search and
view available opportunities by clicking here. If you are referring a friend, please direct them to the careers section of the Scott
Wilson website (careers.scottwilson.com).
Jo Smith (Recruitment Advisor)

Can’t see this email? - Click here
If you have an article you would like to submit for consideration, or if you have any comments or queries please email
SW1@scottwilson.com. The next issue of SW1 will be distributed on 10 September 2010. Please send all contributions by 03
September.
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WELCOME
Today sees the start of our future as part of URS. Whilst this represents
a significant event in the evolution of our business, both Geoff French
and I want to formally mark the passing of Scott Wilson with thanks and
celebration of all the fantastic achievements we have all shared over
many years.
My first duty is to thank Geoff for his tremendous contribution to the
organisation since 1968. His surefooted chairmanship has seen the
company through a period of significant growth, a successful flotation on
the London Stock Exchange and securing our future as a key part of a
major global operator.

URS Acquisition
85 Years of History
Final SW1
Opportunities

Geoff completed 42 years with Scott Wilson last week and is stepping
down as board chairman. However, he has agreed to continue to work
with us as Chairman of the Scott Wilson Pension Scheme Trustees while
he continues to contribute his energy and experience to the industry
through his work as President of FIDIC and succeeding Vice President of
the Institution of Civil Engineers. Our current non-executive Directors:
Stuart Doughty, James Newman and Christopher Kemball will leave on
completion of the transaction. Sean Cummins is keen to pursue his
career in the UK plc environment but has agreed to stay with us long
enough to support the early corporate integration.
It is impossible to represent 80 years of history in a brief note but I am
sure we all have our favourite memorable milestones. My own favourite
moments all involve the people that I have had the pleasure to work with
in a very diverse range of geographies and circumstances. In 1972, as a
young graduate, I was selected as a late substitute to attend an annual
Civils Dinner in Glasgow. Turning up in my borrowed dinner suit I was
introduced to Henry Grace, the senior partner and an eminent engineer
of the day. He also represented my link back to the founding fathers of
the company, Scott, Wilson and Kirkpatrick with whom he worked as a
young engineer.
The conversation was brief, he said ‘Blackwood, are you any good? If
you are, then you will find a great career here’. That sentiment endures.
During week commencing 13 September, there will be a series of staff
briefings and events hosted by Martin Koffel, Chief Executive and
Chairman of our new parent who will welcome us all to URS at the start
of our journey toward integration.
This is the end of an era and a significant milestone in our long and
proud history. It will be for many a time of mixed emotions but I am
certain that the real essence of our Company will remain through you,
the staff, whom I know will continue to promote and share the values
which have been the foundation of our success.
My sincere thanks to all of you for your outstanding loyalty and support
during my time as Chief Executive and I am delighted that I will be
continuing to work with you to build on our tremendous achievements
and carry them on into our new world as part of URS.
Best wishes
Hugh

ACQUISITION OF SCOTT WILSON BY THE URS CORPORATION
We are pleased to announce that Scott Wilson is now part of URS Corporation, one of the world’s leading consultancies. The
acquisition is effective from today and we will now operate as “URS/Scott Wilson” to reflect our combined business and
enhanced capabilities.
As part of the integration of our businesses, we are delighted that Hugh Blackwood, former Chief Executive of Scott Wilson, has
been appointed as Senior Vice President, International Operations. Hugh will oversee from London our combined operations in
the United Kingdom, Republic of Ireland, Continental Europe, the Middle East, China and India.
For our clients, partners and suppliers, the combination of URS and Scott Wilson offers an expanded portfolio of professional
services, access to increased professional and technical resources and a broader network of offices throughout the world.

85 YEARS OF HISTORY
In this final edition of SW1, Group Chairman Geoff French remembers some of the highlights in
Scott Wilson’s history to date.
The change of ownership of Scott Wilson that takes place today
makes this a very appropriate time to remember some of the events
that make up the history of the company since its establishment in
1924.
It is doubtful whether Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick, when he established a small
consultancy in 1924, thought that it would have over 5,500 staff by
2010. It is equally unlikely that W L Scott and Guthlac Wilson when
they got together in 1945 would have envisaged the range of skills
that the Group now contains.
What is clear is that when these original firms combined in 1954 to form (the less than
snappily titled) Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners, the organisation had already started
doing a significant proportion of its work outside the UK. Work on roads and an airport in
what was then Nyasaland (now Malawi) started in 1948 and had been followed in 1952 by
an invitation to help with the development of Kai Tak, Hong Kong’s proposed new
international airport. This established our Hong Kong office which has been maintained ever
since, delivering a huge range of exciting projects including the first Cross Harbour tunnel
(probably still the busiest two lane dual carriageway in the world), Plover Cove Water Supply Scheme, Kwai Chung Container
Terminals, Tsuen Wan New Town, Tuen Mun New Town, Tuen Mun Road, Tsng Yi Bridge, Rambler Channel Bridge, Tsuen
Wan Bypass and many many others.
Some of these projects I remember (indeed at least one of them I worked on) but some of
them were before my time as of course was the work on the Mulberry Harbours supporting
the D-Day landings in 1944, the Royal Festival Hall, the Chiswick and Twickenham bridges
over the River Thames, the George V bridge in Glasgow and the Dorchester Hotel, just some
of the earlier large projects with which Scott, Wilson or Kirkpatrick were involved.
It is interesting to note how the type of work undertaken by the Group has changed over the
years (some times going full circle). In the 1950s the major projects included the BEA
Maintenance Base at Heathrow, power stations in Cyprus, the Shell building in London and
the Mudi Dam in Malawi.
These were followed by our first major road
design - the Cheshire section of the M6 which,
in turn, was followed by the Westmorland
section of the M6 which The Times described
as ‘the most beautiful stretch of motorway yet
built in the country.’ Indeed this road received
a Civic Trust award for the way that it
respected the environment through which it passed - and this was years before
environmental impact assessments were even thought about!
Ever since, Roads have been a fundamental part of our capability. Examples of
Scott Wilson designed roads can be found in many, many different parts of the
world in addition to England, Scotland and Northern Ireland including Jordan (the
Safi-Aqaba Road), Apapa Road and Ijora Causeway in Lagos, the Mutrah
Corniche in Muscat, motorways in Turkey, the road system in Abuja and in many other countries in Africa in addition to India,
China and Poland more recently.
Although originally established in London, a Glasgow office was established in 1960 to
undertake a study of the city’s traffic problems. Glasgow was the only city other than
London to have commissioned such a survey at that time and this established the role
of transport planning within the Group. The findings led to proposals for urban
motorways, the Highway Plan for Glasgow and the design of many of the planned new
roads. The transport study obviously looked a long way into the future as the highways
that it envisaged are only just being completed!
The Group’s first permanent
office in the Middle East was
established in Abu Dhabi in 1962,
previous offices elsewhere having
been set up just for the life of a
particular project. The biggest
office move of the firm up to that
time took place in 1974 when
most of the London staff moved
to the newly completed Scott
House in Basingstoke. It was also becoming clear that more offices across
the UK would help us address our clients’ needs better and regional offices
were added as opportunities (privatisations, major projects and
acquisitions) presented themselves.
Our international presence and projects also continued to grow fairly steadily. In addition to the continuing work in Hong Kong,
major projects included the Asian Institute of Technology in Thailand, Mombasa Airport, Jebel Ali Port and the Mombasa Water
Supply Scheme. Whilst these projects provided very welcome opportunities for our staff when the UK went through its
customary cyclical depressions in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, they did also add other concerns. Our transport study of East
Pakistan in the early 1970s had to be suspended and re-started later as the Bangladesh National Transport Study following the
war of independence there. Our work in eastern Nigeria was disrupted by the Biafran war and the Safi-Aqaba Road ran very
close to the Israel-Jordan border at the time of the Six Days war. In 1980 we were working on the Baghdad Comprehensive
Transportation Study when the first Iran-Iraq war broke out and although work continued it was on the basis that we had enough
fuel stockpiled to do the 900km to Amman without depending on the few intermediate filling stations!
Back in the UK we were the designers for T4 at Heathrow,
followed by the second runway and new terminal at
Manchester, Robin Hood Airport at Doncaster and many
others. The end of the 1980s saw us add another very
significant capability to our range of expertise - railways.
We were invited to work on the Channel Tunnel Rail Link,
an invitation we very gratefully accepted. Until that point
we had done very little railway work but that project and
the acquisition of the ex British Rail design offices in
Swindon and Glasgow initiated all of the railway work we
have done since, including the West Coast mainline
upgrade, Airdrie-Bathgate, East London Line and Dubai
Metro Stations and Viaducts.
The 1990s also saw our rapid expansion in both India and China as we took advantage of the way that those two markets were
opening up. Joint ventures were established in China, initially in Nanjing, but later in several other cities as well. Whilst in India,
our business there performed the local component of the aid funded projects that were being carried out. Although neither
market was particularly easy, the size of our establishments in both places is a great credit to all that have and continue to work
there.
I realise I have got this far through our history without mentioning the growth of our Environmental, Natural Resources and
Strategic Consultancy businesses. Our environmental capability developed strongly ahead of the statutory requirements for
Environmental Impact Assessments and now undertakes a vast range of environment related projects.
Our Natural Resources business was greatly assisted by the acquisition of
Roscoe Postle Associates in Canada although their single largest project to date
has been the remedial works on the Combe Down stone mines in Bath. Our
Power capability has resulted primarily from the acquisition of Knight Piesold in
the UK and of DGP International with work on renewable energy projects and
nuclear sites. Cameron Taylor’s acquisition has enabled us to demonstrate a
much wider capability, including M&E, on structural projects although our highest
profile job in recent years, the Spinnaker Tower in Portsmouth, was won before
that acquisition took place. Ferguson McIlveen’s acquisition gave us much greater
penetration of the Northern Ireland market in a number of sectors including roads,
water, hospitals and structures. The more recent acquisitions of Benaim and
Terence Lee Partnership have significantly enhanced our capabilities in the metro
sector, whilst the acquisition of Strategic Leisure has also added another
dimension to our capabilities.
In recent years the Group has become so large and the projects so numerous that it is impossible to do them credit in this
(relatively) short article, so apologies if I’ve missed out one of your favourite Scott Wilson projects.
What is clear is that today, despite recent economic woes in many of our markets, we
are working on a wide range of large and exciting projects - roads, railways and flood
protection work in Poland, Crossrail in London, Diyar Al Muharraq in Bahrain, MTR
South Island Line in Hong Kong, Izmit Bay Crossing in Turkey, Shatin-Central Rail
Link in Hong Kong and the Haramain High Speed Rail in Saudi Arabia.
In all its history (and contrary to popular rumour some of that history preceded my
joining Scott Wilson) we have adapted to changing circumstances and in recent
years, those changes have become more frequent as our markets have changed.
These changes are unlikely to slow with the distinction between consultants and
contractors becoming blurred and the need to be able to provide services globally
becoming even more important for the major clients. Scott Wilson has reacted (faster
than most) to those pressures by becoming part of URS. Whatever the future holds I
am confident that the quality of our staff and the work they do will make the next 42
years as exciting and interesting as I can vouch that the last 42 have been!
Geoff French
Group Chairman
P.S. If you spot any errors in this piece or want to add facts, projects of anecdotes please get in touch with me as I would like to
complete a history of Scott Wilson over the coming months.

FINAL SW1
Today is the final edition of SW1. A new combined URS/Scott Wilson communication platform will be launched soon but in the
meantime, if you have any queries of questions please email SW1@scottwilson.com .

RECRUITMENT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Materials Specialist (4.2) - Nottingham
Scott Wilson is the UK’s largest provider of specialised consulting services in all aspects of pavement engineering and our
expertise in unbound, hydraulically bound and bitumen bound materials is recognised nationally. Since we combine consultancy
with our own laboratory and site testing capability, we provide a ‘one-stop shop’ for pavement, trackbed and materials
engineering services.
If you have, or if you know someone with a relevant engineering or scientific degree, a background in materials behaviour and a
national or international reputation in unbound and hydraulically bound materials, structural concrete, steelwork, new composite
materials or geocomposites then contact Laura Webb or check the Global Portal for more information.
If you are interested in developing your experience in another part of Scott Wilson, either in your current location or overseas,
then the recruitment team based in the UK is available to discuss current opportunities worldwide. You can also search and
view current available opportunities by clicking here. If you are referring a friend, please direct them to the careers section of the
Scott Wilson website (careers.scottwilson.com).
Jo Smith (Recruitment Advisor)
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